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ABSTRACT
The advance of Internet Technology prompts today's marketing and
advertising strategy in order to respond the changing behavior of Internet users who
are exposed to spate of information technology (IT). It is interesting to note that when
lnternet has more involvement in the life style of people, it has a simultaneous effect
on advertising business as well. Therefore, this research aims at examining the
influence of advertising on the Internet on buying decision oflnternet users.
In order to identify the influence of advertising on the Internet on
buying decision of Internet users, descriptive and exploratory researches were applied.
Advertising components and demographic factors are considered as independent
variables whilst the buying decision of Internet users is considered as the dependent
variable. The sampling frame of this research derived from a list of department stores,
and the questionnaires were distributed to 400 respondents in total. After the data
collection had been carried out, all the research hypotheses were tested by means of
Simple Correlation Coetlicient, Ind~pendent Sample T-Test, and Analysis of
Variance {ANOVA).

*

Based on the results of these analyses, it can be concluded there is a
relationship between buying decision of Internet users and advertising components of
which include presenter, copy text, product feature/qualification, brand, picture,
animation, and web site.
Moreover, the demographic factors consisting of education and income
levels are found to have had statistically signific~nt differences in effect of advertising
on buying decision of Internet users. In addition, other demographic factors consisting
of gender, age levels and occupations are found to have had no statistically significant
difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of lnternet users.

Based on the findings of the research, it can be recommended that
product feature/qualification and brand greatly affect the consumers' decision in
buying products via Internet. Therefore, marketers and advertisers should give an
emphasis on those components to get hold of the most effectiveness of the advertising
on the Internet. Moreover, Telecommunication Equipment and Electrical Equipment
and Electrical equipment are the products' categories affecting the consumers' buying
decision. Making the most of the research findings, the producers of these products
should adopt the advertising on the Internet as an influential marketing tool to boost
sales and expand product distribution.
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Chapter I
Generalities of the Study

1.1 Jntroduc.tion

A series of shocking events starting fro m South East Asia Region' s
economic collapse followed by the Event on September l 1 and the ongoing Trade
Liberalization have triggered ripple effects to world market far and wide. Business
strives to be viable and profitable resources to cut throat competition . In status quo,
g rowing intensified competition has prompted dramatic change of consumer behavior
whether of physical or emotional demand. Hence, Advetiisement. has been steadily
adapted to keep up with the drastic change of nrnrketing envirenment.

Today 's

adve11isement is stepping to nevv era and becoming a lead role in marketing function
rather than its former standing as a constituent in trndiiional 4 ' P of marketing mi x.
Most of powerful players have turned to deploy a series of advertising to ca1v e a large
niche of market, because advertising is

considen~d

effective communication tool to

publicize product information as well as its po!.entiai stimulus to boost consumer
spending.
Conventional advertising media had satisfied advertisers' requirement
to the large extent in good oid days.

However, advertising agencies these days are

tirelessly seeking for cost-effective, well-organized, out-of-this-world media with
greater quality than those of formerly established <ldvertising campaign (Shimp,
2000). 1 So, thousands of marketers have turned to use Internet as a prospective
medium of promoting their brands -and transacting sales on line.

With Internet's

broader communicability than television and radio in terms of picture, sound ,
information, including its competitive edge of unlimited time, Internet can reach

diverse groups of users from families to mega organizations. Web sites' progress
made Internet easy within reach for Net's suifers thanks to the continuing dedication
of producers and/or services providers.

The Internet is known as international

community with over 30 million population who are able to interact with each another
by electronic mail.

The lnternet's grO\vth is relatively 180 percent year on year.

In

1994, computers were overwhelmingly connected to Internet's network in a greater
volume than those already interconnected si nce the debut of ARP Anet (Advance
Research Project Agency) in 1969 or 26 years ago.

When comparing the Internet

with other media on the effect on the market, Internet surpasses other media in every
aspect as shown in the table 1.1.
~

Table 1.1

Comparing the Internet with other Media on the Effect on the Market
- -- - - - - - - - ·

Type of Media
Market Breadth
Worldwide Use

Internet
Much
Much

----- -- - -----

-----TV

Magazine

Rad io

Medium

Medium

Medium

Much

-- -----·----

----·-·---

Little

Little

Medium

Little

Much

-----

·- --

News paper

-------Little

Medium

__···· - ·-----·- -

,___

Product Awareness
Convenience

Much

Expense

Little

customers' feedback
1

Much

Much

Little

- - - --Much

------ Medium

Little

Mu ch

Med ium

Much

- - - ----· -----·-Little

------ -

Little

- - · --

Little

Much

- --

M uch
--·-

Little

- ---

Source: Sangchai (1998), Miracle Advertising, P .27
In Thailand, the Internet was introduced

111

1987 commencing from

Campus Network to full--tledged Internet System in August 1993. In 1996, there was
an opening of Internet commercial business called "Internet Service Provider (ISP)"
with the-then ISP registered entry from many corporations namely KSC Commercial
Internet, Siam TV and Communication, Fareast Internet, Data Lai Thai, Multi Media
& Servi ce Sale, Internet in Thailand , Lox info, Samai1 Cyber Net, Asia Online

2

(Suddhiparitad Vol. 12 No.36 Jan-March 1998). Likely those private corporations,
Authority of Thailand (CAT) and the Telephone Organization of Thailand (TOT)
started a commercial Internet operation in March 1995. It is likely that the commercial
pressure since 1995 has been tremendous thrnst to make thriving growth of Thailand's
Internet business become realized. As of September 1994, the Internet Society ranked
Thailand as number six (No. 6) in the Asia-Pacific region after Australia, Japan,
Taiwan, Korea, and New Zealand. Thanks to the launch of lSP business in Thailand
in 1996 as well as the landmark success of Thai Sam 's inter-universities networking
phases in March 1995 {To be frank, major universities have operated on the Net since
the end of 1994) which made Thailand's growth in network size, host counts and data
traffic become evident and beneficial to academic and research sectors greatly. With
regard to lT for schooling purpose, it is incorporated as fundamental policy under
support of Mini st ry of Education, IT Committee, and Thai Federation of Information
Technology {TFIT), in addition to the most valuable project - the whole school IT
project - HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn has gracefully initiated which shall,
without doubt, benefit millions of school chi ldren.Back to adve11ising on Internet,
there has been a significant growth rate. So to speak, MDR's survey on budget
spending for advertising medi a (as referred to Journal of Economic basing, pl, p 18,
Vol.20, June 1, 1998), found TV, radio, printing ads maintained the leaders in
promotional aids meanwhile a little budget was spent on the Internet advertisement.
Before long, in the first four months of 1999, there were over 80 web sites which
could strike audiences' attention to visit, with budget spending of Baht 97 million or
accounted to 64. 1% of all medi a whereas print ad was spent at Baht 33 .2 million
followed by TV ad (Baht I 2.8 million) and radio ad (Baht 8.4 million) in respective
order.

3

Market situation of the Ir.ternet business in Thailand over the past years
was still in the initial stage where general users focused on business-centeredness
alone.

Subsequently, enormous use of the Internet in organizations expedited the

development of technology and a broad array of services on the Internet, which
continuously responded to and taken root in wider groups of users from households to
mega projects. Despite business' s early presence and limitation in market size, the
analysis oflnternational Data Corporation (IDC), a Thailand-based research company,
indicates that:
•

The number of Internet users in Thailand in 2000 was 1.94 million and will
continue to grow and reach 6.56 Million in 2005 .

•

E-commerce business in Thailand is worth approximately Baht 11.266 billion,
consisting of B2B (Business to Business) 70% and B2C (Business to
Consumer) 30% with potential growth ofB2B in ihe coming yea rs.

•

Expenditure on Information Technology (IT) tends to increase conti nually.
The highest proportion of IT investment was PCs and workstations, foliowed
by

software

applications

and

various

shinawatra.com)

4

system

infrastructures.

(\.V\.YW.

Figure 1.1
Thailand Internet Users
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Source; www .topspace.com
According to the data, the growth trend of Internet technology
adaptation to various business sectors and households increases significantly with
dramatic potential for foture growth.
Suddhiparitad (Suddhiparitad Vol.12 No.36 Jan-March 1998) stated
that advertising on the Internet has two outstanding features, they are:
l . Creating Global Brand. This means that a product uses the concept
of adve11ising for global market. Internet adve1tisers have to consider many factors for
communicating information to various target groups of different characteristics in
environment, culture, value, nationality, language etc. All of these differences
challenge the abi lities of adve1tisers .
2.

Advertising is an interactive Direct Response to its target audience.

One can visit home page and order products on line. Trade transaction is so
convenient by usmg credit card and filling some information, products will be
delivered within less than a week . Customers have no need to waste their time and
lose their feelings for being crowded in superstores and department stores. Moreover,

5
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it's difficult to measure the effectivtJtess of ordinary media like the radio, TV or
newspapers because no one could teli how many audiences receive the information
from those channels. On the other hand, with advertising on the Internet, one can
count the number of audiences who view the advertising and the number of customers
who order products.
The Internet provides

. '\

rea'i~tirrie tirnce:.~ing,

rnable the marketers -

without delay - adapt marketing and advertising struteg:,~ to .f iuhe. changing behavior
of Internet users who are extremely exposed to information superhighway.
Interestingly, the Internet continues, day after day, invoiving in the lifestyle of Thai
people, thus it simultaneously affects the presemment form of advertising business.
This thesis is therefore conducted to get better understanding on the influence of
Internet advertisement as well as influential factors on Internet users' buying decision,
which shall eventually benefit the enhancement ofJT business in overall.
1.2 Research .Objectives

The main purpose of this study is

t..J

idclitify relationship between

advertisement through Internet and Internet users' buying cbcision. To be specific,
this research aims at examining adve11ising component8 illustrated on Internet i.e.
presenter, copy text, feature of product quality, product brand, picture, animation and
web site, then identifying these influence on buying decision ofinternct users.
1.3 Statement of Problem

Given that advanced cyber technology, advertisement through lnternet
is increasing its popularity, the marketers consider it as a key channel of promoting
their products and services. This finding of this research shall provide the solution
whether and how Internet advertisement influences buying deci sion of the Internet
users.

6

1.4 Scope of Research
In this research, it intends to study the influence of Internet
advertisement on buying decision of Internet users . The target population of this
research is Bangkokian Internet users aged 18 years to 45 years. In order to reach
Internet

users

extensively,

data were collected from 400

respondents,

and

questionnaires were handed out in June 2002.

1.5 Limitations of the Research
Given that the researcher focuses on the study of buying decision of
Bangkokian Internet users, the questionnaires were handed out to the people hanging
around in shopping malls premise alone. So, the result of this research can represent
only sample population in Bangkok ' s shopping malls.

In addition to this, Adve1tising

via Internet is a modern, ever-changing medium. Hence, the result of this research

may provide short--term benefits to marketers and advertisers. In the event that any
marketers or advertisers want to get Jong-term benefit_, they should do farther research.

1.6 Significance of the Study
It is expected that lhe benefits from this research will help advertisers
and marketers who want to use Internet as their advertising tool. Moreover, the study
on the influence of Internet advertisement on buying decision of Internet users shall
enable advertisers and marketers to draw up their impressive policies to strike a chord
with customers.

17. Definitions of Terms
- Animation: A simulation of movement created by displaying a series of pictures,
or frames . Animation on computers is one of the chief ingredients of multimedia
presentations. (Cynthia B . Leshin, 1998)

7
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- Address: An address is

require~

to find people as well as to locate place and

information on the Internet. Likely exclusive address of residence or business
profile, peo ple on the Internet al so have addresses. Addresses consist of letters,
numbers, and symbol s. (Philip E. Margol is, 1999)
- Visual: A visual is a piece of display material e.g . a photograph o r film, which is
used to illustrate or explain something. (Cynthia B . Leshin, 1998)
- Channel: A term is referred to ISDN (Intet,rrated Services Digital Network) lines,
chat room, and the way information is organized on a web site. (Francis Botto,

1999)
- Advertising on Internet: adve1tising that enables consumers to interact with the
advertisement. (Phil ip E . Margolis, l 999)
- Cookie: Cookie technology allows the storage of personal preferences for use
with Internet information and communication tool s. A test file of a user's
preferences is created, saved in their browser's folder, and stored in RAM w hile
the browser is running .. (Philip E. Margolis, I 999)
- Banner: Message or advertisement or image that is displayed on a web page. A
lo ng, narrow strip is currently unofficial standard format for banner
advertisements. (Francis Botto, l 999)
·· Graphics: any form of pi ctures or lines that can be displayed on screen or
printed out with reference to shapes and patterns rather than t ext characters.
(Cynthia B. Leshin, 1998)
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Chapter II
Review of Related Literature and Studies
As this study investigates the influence of advertising components on
buying decision, theories and concepts as well as related researches are to be
presented.

What is Decision?
Sciffman ( 1997) stated that every day, each of the consumers makes
numerous decisions concerning every aspect of own daily lives. However they
generally make these decisions without stopping to think about how they make them
and what is involved in the particular decision-making process itself In the most
general terms, a decision is the selection of an option from two or more alternative
choices. In other words, a person has a choice between making a purchase and not
making a purchase, a choice bet.ween brand X and brand Y, or a choice of spending
time doing "A" or "B". On the other hand, if the consumer has no alternative from
which to choose and is literally forced to make a particular purchase or take a
particular action then this single "no choice" does not constitute a decision.
Table 2.1 summarizes various types of consumption and purcha.serelated decisions. Although not exhaustive, this list does serve to demonstrate that the
scope of consumer decision-making is far broader than the mere selection of one
brand from a number of brands.

9

Table 2.1
Types of Purchase of Consumption Decision
Decision Category

Alternative B

Alternative A

--+--------------~---·----------

Basic Purchase or

To purchase or consume a

Consumption Decision product (or service)
Brand Purchase or

Neither purchase nor consume a
product (or service)

+ - - · - - - - -·- - · - - - - - + -·

To purchase or consume a brand To purchase or consume another brand

Consumption Decision (or service)
-

- - - -- - --+-To purchase or consume one's

usual brand

To purchase or consume another
established brand (possibly by special
features)

----v------·-------------·--·-·~--------·----·

To purchase or consume n basic

To purchase or consume a luxury

model

model or symbo l-status item

__________,

- - - -To purchase or consume a new

To purchase or consume one's usual

brand

brand or some other established brand

To purchase or consume a

To purchase or consume more or less

standard quantity

than a standard quantity

To purchase or consume an on-

To purchase or consume non-sal e

sale brand.

brand

To buy or consume a national

To buy or consume a store brand

brand
.~.--------------~-.
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Channel Purchase

To purchase from a specific type To purchase from some other type of

Decisions

of store (e.g., a department store) store (e.g. a discount store)
To purchase from one's usual

To purchase from some other store

store
---- ---------~-----------·------!

To purchase from home (by

To purchase In-store merchandise

phone or catalog)
To purchase from a store
(neighborhood store)

-+-------- -- - -- ---To purchase from a store requiring
some travel ( outshoping)

1---- - - - - - - To
+pay
- -in-cash
- - - - -- --=--:-:--i----- --- - ------ - Payment Purchase
To pay by credit card
Decisions

0---- -- - - - - -- 0--- - -- - -- -- - -- - To fully pay the bill when it
arnves

To pay by hire purchase

1J::lll

.....
l::a

---'---------------~--~---------

Source: Schiffman, 1997

~

Levels of Consumer Decision Making

Not all consumer decision-making situations require the same degree
of information search. If all purchase decisions required extensive effort , then
consumer decision-making would be a draconian process that left no time for anything
else. On the other hand, if all purchases were routine, then they would tend to be
monotonous depriving them of little pleasure or novelty. On a continuum of effort
ranging from very high to very low, Schiffman (I 997) distinguished three specific
levels of consumer decision making : extensive problem solving, limited problem
solving, and routine response behavior.
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2.1. Extensive Problem Solving
When consumers have no established criteria for evaluating a product
category or specific brand in that category or have not narrowed down the number of
brands, they will consider a small, manageable subset. Their decision-making efforts
can be classified as extensive problem solving. At this level, the consumer needs a
great deal of information to establish a set of criteria on which to judge specific brands
and a correspondingly large amount of information concerning each of the brands to
be considered.

2.2. Limited Problem Solving
At this level of problem solving, consumers have already established
the basic criteria for evaluating the product category and the various brands in the
category. However, they have not folly established preferences concerning a selected
group of brands. Their search for additional information is to single out the most
preferred brands from various ones.

2.3. Routine Response Behavior
At this level, consumers have some expenence with the product
category and a well-established set of criteria with which to evaluate the brands they
are considering. In some situations, they may search for a small amount of additional
information; in others, they simply review what they have already known.
Consumer's extensive problem solving depends on how well the
criteria of selection is required by individual consumer, how much brand information
individual consumer has on hand to consider on purchase, and how the set of brands is
narrowed down from available choices. Clearly, extensive problem solving implies
that the consumer must seek more information to pick a preferred choice, while
routiue response behavior implies little need for additional information.
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o Levels of Consumer Decision Making
Technically, the levels of consumer decision-making are divided into three
categories.

1. Extensive Problem Solving

It happens when the consumers have no established criteria how to decide on
product category or specific brand. In this case, the consumers shall search for a
lot of product/brand information in order to establish the criteria for evaluating the
choices of product categories or brands avai lable in the marketplace.

2. Limited Problem Solving
It happens when the consumers have the established criteria how to
decide on product category or specific brand. In this case, the consumers shall search
for information to meet with their predetermined criteria, and single out the most
preferred brands from various ones.

3. Routine Response Behavior

-

It happens when the consumers have the established criteria plus some
experiences in product/brand evaluation. These consumers may perhaps search for
little supplementary information to uphold their predetermined criteria and previous
experiences. This routine response behavior is so-called "review process" .

Models of Consumers: Four Views of Consumer Decision Making
Before presenting an overview model of how consumers make
decisions, several schools of thoughts that depict consumer decision making in
distinctly different ways will be considered. The term "Models of Consumers" refers
to a general "view" or perspective as to how (and why) individuals behave as they do.
Specifi cally, Schiffman (1997) examined models of consumers in four viewpoints,
they are ( l) an economic view, (2) a passive view, (3) a cognitive view, and (4) an
emotional view.

l. An Economic View
In the field of theoretical economics, which portrays a world of ideal
competition, the consumer is viewed as rational decision maker. This model is cal led
the economic theory, which has been criticized by consumer researchers for a number
of reasons. To behave rationality in economic sense, a consumer would have to: (1) be
aware of all available product alternatives, (2) be capable of correctly ranking each
alternative in terms of its advantages and disadvantages, and (3) be able to identify the
best alternative one.

However, in the real world, it is out of the question that

consumers shall have all completely accurate information, or even an adequate degree
of involvement or motivation, to make the so-called "perfect" decision .
According to a leading social scientist, the classical economic modeJ of
an all-rational consumer is unrealistic for the following reasons: (a) people are limited
by their existing skills, habits, and reflexes; (b) people are limited by their existing
values and goals; and (c) people are limited by the extent of their knowledge.
Consu mers operate in an imperfect world in which they do not maximize their
decisions in terms of economic considerations, such as price-quantity relationships,
marginal utility, or indifference curves. Generally, the consumer is indeed unwilling to
engage in extensive decision-making activities and will settle, instead, for a
"satisfactory" decision, one that is "good enough". For this reason, the economic
model is often rejected as too idealistic and simplistic.

2. A Passive View
Quite opposite to the rational economic view of consumers, a passive
view depicts the consumers as basically submissive to self-serving interests and
promotional efforts of marketers. In the passive view, consumers are perceived as
impulsive and irrational purchasers who are ready to yield to the aims and arms of
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marketers.

At least to some degree, the passive model of the c0nsumer was

subscribed to an old-fashioned, heavy-handed salesman whom was trained to treat the
consumer as an object to be manipulated. The following excerpt from a 1997
salesmanship text (Schiffman, 1997) dramatically illustrates the Jong-held belief in the
dominance of the salesman over the unresisting, somewhat passive consumer:
In recent development of selling process, there are four distinct stages.
First, the salesman must secure the prospect's undivided attention. Secondly, this
attention must be sustained and developed into interest. Thirdly, this interest must be
ripened into desire. And fourthly, all lingering doubts must be removed from the
prospect's mind, and there must be implanted there a firm resolution to buy, in other
words, the sale must be closed.
The drawback of the passive model 1s; it fails to recognize that the
consumer plays an equal, if not dominant, role in many buying situations--·- sometimes
by seeking information about product alternatives and selecting t he product that
appears to offer the greatest satisfaction, impulsively selecting - at different times - a
product that appears to offer the greatest satisfaction, and impulsively selecting a
product that satisfies the mood or emotion of the moment. All these we have studied
about motivation. Therefore, this simple and single-minded view should also be
rejected on ground of unrealistic model.

3. A Cognitive View
The third model portrays the consumer as a thinking problem solver.
Within this framework, consumers frequently are pictured as either receptive to or
actively searching for product s and services that fulfill their needs and jazz up their
lives. The cognitive model focuses on the processes by which consumers seek and
evaluate information about selected brands and retail outlets.
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Within the context of the cognitive model, consumers are viewed as
information processors. Information processing leads to the formation of preferences
and translated to purchase intention finally . Consumers also may use a preference
formation strategy that is "other based," in which they allow another person to make
the selection for them.
In contrast to the economic view, the cognitive view recognizes that the
consumer is unlikely to even attempt to obtain all available information about every
choice. Instead, consumers are likely to cease their information-seeking efforts when
they perceive that they have sufticient information about some of the alternatives to
make a "satisfactory" decision. As referred to this information-processing viewpoint,
consumers often develop short-cut decision rules (called heuristics) to fac ilitate
decision--making process. They also use decision rules to cope with exposure to

-

excessive information.

The cognitive or problem-solving view describes a consumer who falls
somewhere between the extremes of the economic and passive views, who does not
(or cannot) have total knowledge about avai lable product alternatives and therefore
cannot make perfect decision, but who nonetheless actively seeks informati on and
attempts to make satisfactory decisions.
The cognitive model seems to capture the essence of a well-educated
and involved consumer who seeks information on which to base consumption
decisions.

4. An Emotimrnl View
Despite long-time awareness of the emotional or impulsive model of
consumer decision-making, marketers frequently prefer to think of consumers in terms
of either economic or passive models. In reality, however, each of us is likely to
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associate underlying fet:ings or emotions, such as JOY, fear, love, hope, sexuality,
fantasy, and even a little "magic," with certain purchases or procession. These feelings
or emotions are likely to be highly involved.
Processions also .may serve to preserve a sense of the past act as a hint
to familiar transitional objects when one is confronted with an uncertain foture.
If consumers were to reflect on the nature of their recent purchases,
they may feel surprised to realize how impulsive they were.

Rather than thinking

twice (searching, deliberating, and evaluating alternatives), consumers are likely to
jump into purchases on impulse, on a whim, or because the merchandize is "so
irresistible and emotionally driven."
When a consumer's purchasing decision is based on emotional drive,
less emphasis is placed on the search for pre--purchase information. Instead, more
emphasis is placed on trend and feelings . Nevertheless, emotional decision is not
regarded as irrational purchase.
Consumers' moods are also important to decision making. Mood can be
defined as a "feeling state" or state of mind. Unlike an emotion, which is a response to
a particular environment, a mood is more typically an unfocused, preexisti ng state at
the time a consumer "experiences" an advertisement, a retail environment, a brand , or
a product.
Mood appears to be important for consumer's decision making,
because it impacts on when consumers shop, where they shop, and whether they shop
alone or with others. Besides, it is likely to influence how the consumer responds to
actual shopping environments (i.e., at point of purchase). Some retailers attempt to
create a mood for shoppers, even though shoppers enter the store with a preexisting
mood. Research suggests that a store's image or atmosphere can affect shoppers'
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moods; in turn, shoppers' moods ·~an influence how long they stay in the store, as well
as other behavior that retailers wish to encourage.
In general, individuals in a positive mood recall more information
about a product than those in a negative mood. As a result of one study, it is suggested
that, however, building a positive mood at the point-of-purchase decision (e.g.,
through background music, point-of-purchase displays, etc.) is unlikely to have a
meaningful impact on specific brand selection unless a previously stored brand
evaluation already exists.
o

Model of Consumers: Four Views of Consumer D(~cision-Making
Consumer's decision-making can be broadly classifi ed m four
viewpoints 1) Economic View, 2) Passive view, 3) Cognitive View, and 4)
Emotional View.

I)

Economic View: Consumers are known as the rational decisive makers to

consider a good value for money. It is common that these typical consumers shall
own these attributes i.e. I) Awareness of choices offering for select.ion in the
marketplace, 2) Ability to rank each aiternative in terms of its advantages and
disadvantages, and 3) Ability to determine the best alternative for the final decision.
2)

Passive View:

Consumers are known as the docile persons to seJf..serving

interests and promotional efforts of marketers.
3)

Cognitive view: Consumers are known as the problem-solving thinkers or the

information processors to evaluate the choices of brands that mostly serve their need.
4)

Emotional view: Consumers are known as the persons to purchase things

based on their emotional drive and feeling such as joy, fear, love, hope, sexuality,
fantasy, and etc.

l

o

c)

Types of Consumer Purchasing Decision
The process by which consumers make purchasing decisions mu st be
understood so that marketers can develop strategic plans. Assale ( 1998) mentioned
that consumer's decision-making is not a single process. Deciding to buy a car is a
different process from deciding to buy toothpaste. Figure 2. l presents a typology of
consumer purchasing decisions based on two dimensions: (I) the extent of decisionmaking and (2) the degree of involvement in the purchase.

Figure 2.1
Consumer's decision-ma king

DECISION MAKING
(information search,
consideration of brand

HIGH-TNVOLVEMENT

LOW-INVOLVEMENT

PURCHASE DECISlON

PURCHASE DEC ISION

COMPLEX DECISION

UMJTED

MAKlNG (autos electronics, DECISION MAKING (adult
photography systems)

cereals, snack foods)

alternatives)
- - -- - -- - - - - -- -+-·-- - - - -- - ----··---· ----·----- - · --·--·· - -

HABIT (little or no information

search, consideration of only

BRAND LOYALTY

INERTIA (canned

(athlet ~ shoes, adu It cereals) vegetab Ies~a per~ow~s)

one brand)

Source: Assale, 1998 P.67
The first dimension represents a continuum from decision making to
habit. Consumers can base their decisions on a cognitive (thought) process of
information search and evaluation of brand alternatives. On the other hand, little or no
deci sion-making may take place when the consumer is satisfied with a particular
brand , w hich the consumer buy~ it regularly.
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The second dimension depicts a continuum from high-to-low-involving
purchases. High-involvement purchases are those that are important to the consumer.
Such purchases are closely tied to the consumer's ego and self-image including
financial, social, or personal risk. In such cases, it is worth the consumer's time and
energies thinking over product alternatives meticulously. Unlikely high-·involvement
purchases, low-involvement purchases are less important to the consumer, and the
financial, social, and psychological risks are slightly affected. Jn such cases, it may
not be worth the consumer's time and effort searching for information about brands to
support consideration which one to pick from a wide range of alternatives.
Decision-making versus habit and low versus high involvement
produce four types of consumer purchase processes. The first process, called complex

-

decision-making, takes place when involvement is high and decision-making occurs
(upper left-hand box).

When a consumer makes a decision in a low-involvement condition, it
rs likely to be characterized by limited decisio n--rnaking (upper right-hand bo x).
Consumers sometimes go through a decision process in buying, even if they are not
highly involved, because they have little past experience with a product.
Limited decision-making is also likely to take place when consumers
seek variety. When involvement is low, consumers are more likely to switch brands
out of boredom and in a search for variety's sake, as there is little to lose.
Complex or even limited decision-making will not occur every time the
co nsumer purchases a brand. When choice is repetitive, the consumer learns from past
experience and with little or no decision-making buys the brand that is most
satisfactory. Such brand loyalty is the result of repeated satisfaction and a strong

commitment to a particular brnnd (lower left-hand box).
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That is, the degree of involvement and decision-making depends more
on the consumer's attitude toward the product than on the product's characteristics.
One might pay particularly attention when buying adult cereals because of nutritional
value concern; while another might regard them as pretty much the same and switch
brands in a search for variety.
The fourth choice process in Figure 2.1 is inertia (lower right-hand
box), or low involvement with the product and no decision-making is required. Ine1tia
mean s the consumer is buying the same brand, not because of brand loyalty, but
because it is not worth the time. and pickin ess searching for an alternative. Robertson
spoke of low-involvement cond it ion as quoted "Brand loyalty may reflect only the
convenience inherent in repetitive behavior rather than commitment to the brand

-,....

purchased. "Examples mig ht be the purchase of canned vegetables or paper towels"

Consumer Involvement and Complex Decision-Making

l::lt

Complex Decision-Making

The two conations for complex decision-making in Figure 2.1 are (I) a
decision process requiring extensive information processing and (2) a high degree of
consumer involvement with the product. Therefore, to understand complex decisionmaking, the descriptive natures of consumer involvement and decision process will be
considered in first place.
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Figure 2.2
Complex Decision-Making

---··--- J

Extensive lnfonnation-i___SCom~lex Decision]
Processing
_S[_~aking

High Level of

Invol~ement__

Source: Assael, 1998

~

The reason that involvement is linked to complex decision-making is
that, generally, the higher the level of involvement, the greater the search for
information (sec top branch of Figure 2.2); such information processing defin es
complex decision-making.
With regard to the study of involvement with tennis and tennis
equipment, Celsi and Olson ( 1998) found that the interested people have paid more
attention to ads more extensively. Similarly, Gensch and Javalg i(J 998) found that
farmers who wen~ interested in farming methods were likely to use more attributes in
evaluating alternative retail stores. Among farming practice-concerned farmers, 4 7
percent used three or more attributes in evaluating alternative retail stores. Among
farming practice-unconcerned farmers, only 15 percent used three or more attributes.
Both studies confirm those greater involvement results in consum ers making choices
by complex decision-making.
But as Figure 2.1 shows, a high level of involvement does not always
lead to complex decision-making. In some cases, consumers have more emotional
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response to the product.
Even when decision-making does take place, involved consumers are
likely to vary greatly in the extent of information processing. Some may evaluate just
a few brands on one or two attributes. Others might evaluate a larger number of
brands on many attributes. This means that the extent of information processmg
should be regarded on a continuum from high

to

low, and the degree of decision-

making shou ld be regarded on a continuum from complex to limited.

Conditions for Involvement
Assale ( 1998) indicated that the level of consumer involvement is also a
continuum from high to low. The position of the consumer on this continuu m will
depend on several factors. Generally, a consumer is likely to be more concerned with
a product when it is important to a consumer. A product is more likely to be important
when it is associated with one or more of the foliowing conditions. They are:
o

The consumer's self-image is tied to the product (for example, the Gila no ad in
Exhibit 3.2 portrays a relaxed and casual self- image) .

o

lt has symbolic meaning tied to consumer values, fo r examples, BMW represents
power and success to baby boomers, Nike sneakers represents athletic prowess to
teenagers.

o

It is expensive.

o

It has some important functional role, for examples, the transportation is provided
by a car or the quick cooking is facilitated by a microwave oven.

o

Has emotional appeal. Consumers do not only seek functional benefits from
products. They often seek benefits that trigger an emotional response. For many
buyers, the very ownership of a Saturn car or Harley Davidson motorcycle
produces a kinship with other owners. This kinship produces the cu lt-like
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following frequ ently referred to these two brands. Clearly, any such kinship goes
beyond functional benefits and is a more emotional response to the product.
o Is continually of interest in the consumer. The fashion-conscious consumer, for
example, has an ongoing interest in cars.
o Entails significant risks. Among these risks would be the financial risk of buying a
house, the technical risk of changing one's wardrobe, or the physical risk of buying
an unsafe car or the wrong medication.
o

ls identified with the norms of a group. That is, the sign or "badge" value of a
product.
These conditions are more li kely to result in complex decision-·making. As most

brands lack significant self-identity, interest, risk, em.ot.ion, or badge value, it is not
surprising that buying inertia is more widespread than purchasing by complex
decision-making.
Types of Involvement

Behavioral researchers have identified two types of involvement with
products: situ ational and enduring Situational involvement occurs only in specific
situations and is temporary, whereas enduring involvement is continuous and is more
permanent. Situational involvement generally occurs when a purchase decision is
required. According to Celsi and Olson (Assale, 1998), "The empho.sis is on the
product itself, and the inherent sati sfaction its usage provides, rather than on some
(situational) goal."
Both situational and enduring involvement is likely to result in
complex decision-making. Whether the graduate is interested in clothes because of job
interview or on a more enduring basis, he or she will be aware of fashion information,
consider alternative lines of clothing, and evaluate them carefu lly before making a
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de1,;ision.
Marketers take a very different approach in targeting those with
enduring versus situational involvement. The deep-rooted nature of enduring
involvement means that symbols and images are more likely to be used to connect the
consumer with the product. In targeting the situational involved, more specific appeals
to the pa11icular context of the purchase will be made. (Assale, 1998)

Complex Decision-Making
In complex decision-making, consumers evaluate brands in a detailed
and comprehensive manner. More information is sought and more brands are
evaluated than in other types of decision-making situations. (Assale, 1998)

Conditions for Complex Decision Making
Complex decision-making is most. likely when consumers are involved
with the product. Therefore, complex decision-making is most likely for:
c1

High-priced products

o

Products are associated with performance risks (medical products, automobiles)

o

Advanced products (compact. disc players, personal computers).

a

Products are associated with one's personality (clothing, cosmetics).
Assale (1998) stated the nature of the product is not the only condition

for complex decision-making. Ce11ain facilitating conditions need to exist The most
impo1tant is adequate time for extensive information search and processing. Complex
decision-making will not occur if a decision must be made in a hurry, so to say, if a
washing machine breaks down in family with eight children, it is unlikely the parents
will spend several weeks establishing purchasing criteria and evaluating alternative
brands. Also, consumers may not have the time to devote to extensive information
processing because business or social obligations may have a higher priority. A recent
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law school graduate working 14-hour days is unlikely to spend <i great deal of time
replacing a broken-down stereo system. (Assale, 1998)
A second condition for complex decision-making is the availability of
adequate information to evaluate alternative brands. A study by Greenleaf and
Lehmann(Assale, J 998) found that consumers sometimes delay a decision because of
insufficient or inaccurate informa1ion. The same study also found that decisionmaking is delayed when there are too many product characteristics and features to
consider. Such confosion means that complex decision-making also reqmres a
consumer's ability to process information.

Consumer Involvement and Complex Decision-Making

0

Complex decision-making shall take place when involvement is
relatively high and required careful decision-making, for example, the purchase of
advanced technology items. The complex decision-making shall be less necessary for
the purchase of low-investment household items, and the consumers tend to switch the
brand out of boredom and in search for variety's sake.

Another influence on

purchasing decision is brand ioyalty, which the consumer shall buy his or her favorite
brand without shopping around other competing brand s. Little or no decision-making
shall take place upon the purchase ofrepetitive items because the consumer shall learn
from the past experience and go ahead with the most satisfactory brand. Basically, the
complex decision··making is involved with two dimensions, i.e. ( l) a decision process
requiring extensive information processing and (2) a high degree of consumer
involvement with the product.
Consumer involvement ts divided into two categories 1) highinvolvement purchases that are important to the consumer. Such purchases are closely
tied to the consumer's ego and self-image including financial, social, or personal risk,
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and 2) low-involvement purchases is less important to the consumer, and the financial,
social, and psychological risks are slightly affected.
What is Online Advertising?
Zeff (1997) indicated that online advertising, similar to all advertising
means, attempts to disseminate information in order to affect a buyer-seller
transaction. But web advertising is differentiated from other media by enabling
consumers to interact with the advertisement. Consumers can click on the ad for more
information, or take the next step and purchase products from/within web
advertisements.
On the web, every element of the interactive canvas can be made into
an ad, from product placement (a product name or logo used in text or in a display) to
wallpaper designs (background image'.{ appearing behind editorial content) made up of
a corporate logo or any other brand imagery.
Web advertising gives advertisers the opportunity to target an audience
exactly, enabling them to deliver advertisements that are tailor-made to each user's
particular interest and tastes. Other media offer targeting capab il ities, but the web
offers an outclass level of targeting that advertisers can't find elsewhere.

Online Advertising and Traditional Advertising Vehicles
Looking at online advertising in terms of traditional ad models will
reveal the breadth and depth of this medium as an adve1tising vehicle. To that end,
Zeff (I 997) made a comparison of online advertisement and those of traditional ones,
which he discussed in each of following types .

Outdoor advertising: Web banner ad is often likene.d to roadside billboards. Like a
billboard, which can refer passersby to an upcoming attraction or location, a banner ad
may point Internet users to a web site. But roadside billboards are static, whereas web
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users can interact with a banner ad by clicking on the ad to get to other sites and ::-:ore
information. Some banners even allow consumers to take an action (like playing a
game) without leaving the ad -a huge difference between banners and billboards. With
a web ad, an advertiser can measure exactly how many times a banner was clicked.
Unless the billboard is a direct response campaign with a special phone number, there
won't be a method to determine how many people respond to it.

Print advertising: In a newspaper or a magazine, a quarter--, half-, or full-page
advertisement is clearly identifiable. Advertisements are formatted in a way that
allows readers to easily separate them from the editorial content. If a magazine
advertisement resembles editorial text, the magazine will place a banner across the top
identifying the t ext as a "special advertising sect.ion." On the web, banner advertising
co1Tesponds to the print model with its clearly recognizable borders. Current screen
real estate for banner advertising is limited--usually less than I 0 percent of the
viewable area.

/)

Television advertising: The 30-second television commercial is one of the premiere
advertising formats. Television commercials allow advertisers to 1'takc over 11 the
television screen completely; delivering a full--motion advertisement that can target a
consumer's interests, needs, and even emotions.

01ble television advertising: Cable television trade in the reach and frequency of
broadcast TV for better access to niche audiences. The cable audience is more upscale
and is especially attractive to advertisers. Increased targeting has led to specialized
commercials with targeted and compelling message. Like cable, the web offers many
targeted ad buys, in addition to the buys that allow for massive reach.

Direct marketing: From direct mail to telemarketing, direct marketers can accurately
track the numb er of people who respond to a specific promotion and use this number
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to determine the profitability of each campaign. The Internet's innate accountability
has led advertisers to take a direct marketing approach to the Web--specifically,
basing their campaigns on their cost per response.
Online Advertising and Traditional Advertising Vehicles
Likely traditional advertising vehicles, online advertising aims to
disseminate helpful information that will catch the attention of consumers and lead to
buying-and-selling transaction finally . Online advertising has the edge over online
advertising over traditional adveriising vehicles because of its interactivity and
measurability attributes. These features allows two-way communication between the
seller and the buyer, while at the same time allow the marketer/advertiser to measure
how many times the ad is clicked on.
Internet Advertising
Zeff (1997) described Internet advertising as having almost become a
sport within the industry. At first, people described it in terms of whichever industry
tbey came from. If a person came from cable, then Internet advertisi ng was like cable.

If a person came from print, then Internet advertising was like print. Then the debate
shifted to whether Internet advertising was more like traditional advertising, which
focused on building brand awareness, or direct marketing, which sought to generate
leads or execute sales.
Those controversial days of comparing the Internet with TV, cable, or
print for credibility are over. This description has shifted to one of overlap and
inclusion. Internet advertising is the convergence of traditional advertising and directresponse marketing.
The AOL adve1tising team takes the description one step further. "We
don't look at Internet advertising as just brand building or direct marketing, " says
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Steve Keenan, VP of marketing c1nd operations at AOL. (Zefl: I 997) "You can have
branding like TV, radio, print. You can also get vast amounts of information to people
like print or direct marketing. And you can also make a transaction happen; it's just
like going to the store or calling an 800 telephone number." For AOL, Internet
advertising is the convergence of branding, information dissemination, and sales
transactions all in one place.
Players in the Internet Advertising Industry (Zeff: I 997)
The cast of characters in the Internet advertising industry can he
divided into three camps: the sellers, the buyers, and the advertising infrastructure-those companies that make Internet advertising possible by developing the tools to
deliver the ads, measure 1be ads, audit the ad campaigns, and complete the other tasks
that make advertising on the Internet work.
It is important to note that in the online advertising world, the line
between the buyers and the sellers is narrow: Many publishers buy ads to promote
their web sites, and advertisers develop web sites to promote their products.
J. Tlte Sellers

The Web is now made up of hundreds of thousands of sites and the
numbers are growing every minute. Young entrepreneurs, many of them were college
students with free Internet accounts, developed the first sites. Other early players were
those folks ready to embrace technology or who looked to the Web as a place for their
expression.

2. Web Site Publishers
Today, major publishers are media companies, e.g . The Washington
Post established its online version, Washingtonpost.com. Other sites represent
different channels of interest and are owned by one parent company such as
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Microsoft's Expedia or Carpoint, while others are of joint-venture projects between
two companies or more.

3. Sales Channels
In the seller's camp, the key players are indeed the publishers, who
produce the sites with advertising space to sell; but the facilitators of the sales are
equally important i.e. ad networks, representation firms, and ad auctions that sell
advertising for the publishers.
Ad networks. To assist sites in generating revenue from advertising, ad
networks have been formed to sell advertising. The ad network represents a slate of
sites serving as a sale force for publishers who participate in their networks. These
networks benefiting the publisher's inventory may be more diffi cult to sell
individually than when it is part of a larger inventory pool. The networks make it
possible for advertisers to extend their reach into a variety of sites with one media
buy. In addition, advertising agencies are often more willing to go to a network rather
than engaging in dozens of meetings with individual Web site publishers.
Representation firms. Sites with advertising to sell can hire a firm to
sell the ad space on their behalf. Publishers can offer soon-to-expire ad space on the
auction block for quick sale. There are also ad networks that allow publishers to sell
their excess ad inventory in real time.

4. The Buyers
The buyers consist of the advertisers who have products, services, or
web sites to promote. They are often represented by interactive or traditional agencies
that design online advertising campaigns, including media buyers who actually
purchase the ad space.
5. Advertisers
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The first advertisers w ho jump o n the Web en masse were the Internet
publishers themselves. In fact, the list of the top advertisers for 1998 reads simil arly to
the li st of top publishers for that year. Indeed, those will be the most to gain from the
growth of high-investment web sites.
In 1998, one of the largest consumer advertisers in the world, Procter &
Gamble, moved from the sidelines into t he headlines.

Procter & Gamble hosted a

conference in Cincinnati convening majo r global advertisers, online publishers,
interactive advertising agencies, leading technology companies, and others to discu ss
the best means to accelerate the growth and development of online advertising, titled
"the Future of Advertising Stakeholder Summit'', the two-day meeting focused on
three guiding principles;

1) Focus on developing action plans to speed up develo pment and use of
digital advertising models heading towards effectiveness and consumer acceptance,
which shall enable interactive digital media to become realized, handy, and enjoyable
for the end user/consumer.
2) Focus on the commitm ent of advertising, media, and technology firms to
help achieve win/win solutions for the entire industry.
3) Focus on broadening acceptance of the current state of the space (through
•
effective knowledge sharing) as well as accelerating innovative breakthrough to get
hold of future potential.
The hi storic event resulted in the formation of the Fast Fo1ward
organization, a broad-based Internet industry coalition, established to accelerate online
marketing development, focus on consumer acceptance, ad models, measure ment, and
medi a buying. Even more importantly, this landmark event Jed to the commitm ent of
major brand advertisers to invest in the Internet as an advertising medium, and
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Internet advertisement has been constituted as a pait of every brand's marketing mix
ever since.

6. Interactive Agencies
The link between the advertisers and the publishers is the interactive
agency. The advent of interactive advertising did not take place on Madison Avenue,
the home of the ad agency. Instead, it bloomed in Multimedia Gulch in San Francisco
and New York City's Silicon Alley.
In 1994, Ed Artzt, CEO of Procter & Gamble and President of the
American Association of Advertising Agencies, blamed his association for not
embracing possibilities of new technology. Though, in the meantime, Artzt discussed
interactive television; it soon became clear that the Internet was the dominant medium
looming on the horizon. While traditional ad agencies took a wait-and-see approach to
the Internet's potential, "boutique shops" pioneered online advertising. These shops
did not look at online advertising as new wine in old bottles, but embraced the
nuances of cyber culture, to make Web advertising a vehicle that worked .
Upholding the tradition established by former P&G CEO Artzt, Denis
Beausejour, Vice President of Advertising at P&G in 1998, proclaimed that in next ten
years there would be two kinds of agencies: digital agencies and dinosaur agencies.
Today's interactive agencies have their origins in web site development,
direct marketing, and traditional advertising agencies. The agencies commencing their
operation as Web site development shops had strong technical backgrounds. These
shops built the first corporate web sites and subsequently took on marketing and
advertising expen to make their companies full-service operations. Agencies that
came from the world of direct response marketing reacted to the Web's remarkable
ability by using it as a direct marketing vehicle. Eventually, creative thinkers from the
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ad agency world, who set up interactive divisions or formed their own boutique shops,
followed suit and built some interactive agencies.
These early roots are quickly becoming a distant memory, as traditi ona l
advertising agency giants fi)llowed suit. Some have set up interactive departments
within the company. Others have spun off their own interactive shops. And others
have merely acquired the expertise. Whichever the case was, traditional ad agencies
are now in the interactive business, tryi ng to regain their attractiveness with
advertisers as full-service providers.

Next-Generation Web Advertising Types
After a shmt while, marketers were eager to seek better ad than static
web banner's one. First, advertisers stretched the web banner to its interactive limit.
Now, online ads are taking many forms, sizes, and behaviors. Th e benefit of all this
technological and creative advancement is the ability for the web marketer to establish
dialog with the user or customer. The next generation of ads and one-to-one marketing
capabilities, Allen et al ( 1998) provided the foundation : the types of advertising where
to advertise, and which online formats and locations are best of mass marketing, target
marketing, and one-to-one advertising. First iet's take a look at the dynamics of online
advertising market and technologies.

The Online Audience
As mentioned earlier, the Web market could be considered a very large
target market to some large advertisers. To many marketers, the online ad will be
considered a segment to their total market. To other marketers, such as a business or
publi sher that is only on line, the Web audience will be their whole market. For both
types of marketers, it is impo11ant to understand t he uniqueness of the online audience.

lt has been rapidly changing and will continue to evolve. Here are some important

.
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facts about today's online audieuce:
•

It is the World Wide Web. The number of online households will rise from 23.4
million in 1996 to 66.6 million in 2000 (Jupiter Communications, 9/96).

•

Daily use of the Web grew from 36 percent of adult online users in 1995 to 49
percent in 1997 (Find/SVP,5/97).

•

Use of traditional media has declined among adult online users as a result of the
Internet (Find/SVP, 5/97).

•

The gender, age, income, and educational characteristics of online users have
changed:
- Women, 40 %; Men, 60% (Find/SVP,5/97)
-

40-49 years of age, 23%; 30-39 years of age, 18%; I 8-24 years of age, 14% ;

25--29 years of age, 14%; 50-64 years of age, 14%; and 65 years of age or older,
5%(Lou Harris/Business Week, 5/97).
- Have annual incomes in excess of $75,000, 21 %; have annual incomes between
$50,000-75,000, 12%; have annual incomes between $25,000-$35,000, 12%;
have annual incomes below $15,000, 12% have annual incomes between $15,000
and 25,000, 6%(Lou Harris/Business Week, 5/97).

~

°'

- Have some college education, 27%; have high school education or less, 23%;
have a college diploma, 23% have post graduate education, 18% (Lou
Harris/Business Week, 5/97).
•

Most Popular activities online:
The majority of online users access the Web primarily from home, followed
by work and school (GVU Study #7, 5/97).
The IV ALS (Internet Values and Lifestyl es Survey) segments their online survey
respondents to the following categories based on their survey located at
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future.sri.com:/vas/ivals/ques-nt.html (J 997) :
Immigrant represents 16% of respondents, and is highly skeptical of Internet's
usefulness.
Seeker. Represents 11 % of respondents, and focuses on work and specific online
orientation.
Surfer. Represent 9% of respondents, and 1s active with leisure online
orientation.
Mainstreamer. Represents 12% of respondents, and patterns online usage after
work and personal requirements.
Sociable. Represents 9% of respondents, and has strongest orientation to social
aspects of the Internet like movies and computer games.
Worker. Represents 5% of respondents, has utilitarian view of the Net, and
watches less TV than the average Internet users.

-

Pioneer. Represents 10% of respondents, and is a power user of the Internet.
Upstreamer, Represents 14% of respondents, is an Internet generalist like the
mainstreamer, and is a prime target for personalized online services.
Socialite. Represents 6% of respondents, and is the most active and skilled
Internet group with a median age under 30 years old.
The bottom line is that people behave badly. By going out and
grabbing eyeballs, encouraging clicks, provoking thoughts, and eliciting response-at a
very low production cost and instantly modifiable. The new ad models are more
intru sive (in a good way!), engaging (more time spent with ad, higher click-through),
transactional (money, ongoing relationships), and one-to-one marketing (the right
eyeballs see the right ad). Allen et al ( 1998) identified new ad formats.
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Popup Windows
Popup windows are online advertisements that are launched when a
user goes to or interacts with a Web site. The popup are separate, self-contained
windows that are smaller than the browser. In general, these ads strike more attention
getting increased click-through rates; plus, they don't wisk away from the original
Web site, which is very user friendly .

Advertorials and Info-ads
Advertorials and informational ads are not new ad vehicles in the real
world, but are emerging in the Web world. These ads' format blends advertising
messages with editorial content. This allows advertisers to tell more about the sto1y,
which enables higher qualification rates. In other words, the viewer has more
information to make a decision of whether to further pursue the offer. This gives
advertisers higher quality and serious sales inquiries rather than what we marketers
know as "tire kickers." Many web marketing gurus already advocate not using vague
messages, so the advertorial and info-ad are ways to take this philosophy to the
farthest extent.

Roadblocks

ol

High impact and high click-through are the attraction of roadblock web
advertisements. Roadblocks require the user to pass through the full screen to get to
the Web site. This is an intrnsive ad type that will only work if the advertising is
compelling and useful to the viewer; otherwise, savvy Web users will be frustrated
when they are required to look at the advertisement before they get to the content.
This type of ad has been used on the Riddler.com.
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Interstitfr1lsllntermercial"
Hailed as the next best thing to come across Web browsers, interstitial
are animated banner and full-screen online ads. Interstitial looks much alike television
advertisements. If you have experienced PointCast then you have seen intermercial
advertisements. Jupiter Communications estimates that by 1999, 5 to 10 second
animated interstitial will be commonplace. Berkeley Systems, an entertainment
software company, reported impressive results on an ad campaign it conducted on its
BeZerk Web site. They found that interstitial were twice as effective as traditional
Web banner ads.

Sponsors/tips
Sponsorships allow users to bond with brands. Instead of outright. inyour-face promotional messages, you can add credibility to your advertising by being
associated with a respected company or Web site. Sponsorships typically have a
higher impact when coupled with useful content and interactivity. In 1997 Delta Air
Lines sponsored a special business travel section on The New York Times Online
Edition. This type of promotion enabled Delta Air Lines to build relationships with
prospects and customers because it was a mini Web site within the travel section on
the newspaper's online edition. Users could spend time reading helpful travel
information and the site provided convenient links to the Delta Air Line site. Web
marketers could monitor the performance of referring links to see if the sponsorship
was successful. Web marketers could also provide special offers where they capture
user profile information in order to facilitate future promotions based on user
demographics.
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Next-Generation Web Advertising Types
Web marketers built on the technological advancement of information
superhighway to launch next-generation web advertising with the purpose of
establishing a personalized dialog with the user (one-to-one advertising). The next
generation of advertisement and one-to-one marketing capabilities refer to the
locations where to advertise and the online format/style in which are the best for mass
marketing, target marketing, and one-to-one advertising.

The dynamics of online

advertising market are to be examined in this regard, for examples, online audience,
infomercial, other relevant technologies, and etc.

Benefits of One-to-One We.b Advertising and Promotion
In their 1997 book, One to One Enterprise (Doubleday), Peppers and
Rogers present the necessity of building learning relationships, which means, "Give
your customer the opportunity to teach you what he wants. Remember it, give it back
to him, and keep his business forever."
One-to-one Web advertising and promotion have the capabilities to
form a loyalty-building relationship with your online customers or users. Loyalty has
the benefit of increasing advertising return on investment (ROI) and profitability
through increased transactions from existing customers and a lower marketing cost.
What could be more compelling?
The benefits of one-to-one Web advertising include the ability to put
the right message in front of the right audience at the right time, encouraging dialog
with customers, taking advantage of one of the lowest costs available to provide
hundreds of different messages to different audiences, and the ability to track, report,
and actually know if an online ad is successful.
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The Right Message tu ihe Right Person at the Right time Jack Powers,
well-know Internet insider, wrote an article titled "Tempting The Click," in July 1996
on his Electric Pages Web site.
In that article Mr. Powers stated, "Tempting the click means replacing
the 'one-to-many' flow of conventional advertising communications with a 'one-toone' relationship that tunes the message to each prospect."
Undoubtedly, the Web has the capability of targeting an ad based on, at
a m1mmum, the user's computer, Web browser, time of day, past purchases, past
clicks, geographical location, IP address, and other criteria. With other methods that
capture actual user profile information or infer things about one group of users based
on another group of users who have similar attributes and characteristics, online
advertisers can finely hone their ad campaigns.
Imagine that you have identified 15 different target markets for your
new Web content site. Each target has several idiosyncratic demographic and
psychographic attributes. Without doing sophisticated math, you can see that there is
the potential for creating hundreds of banner or other online ad types that could be
served up on hundreds of Web sites. Not only is it possible, it is a reality with the
Web.
The Web is beginning to cluster, where information is being accessed
through specialized Web sites, also called "channels" or "communities," that cater to
groups with narrow demographic or psychographic characteristics. There are
supersites or directories dedicated to specific markets or industries. For example,
Manufacturing Marketplace is a directory and online community that is solely
dedicated to the professional who buys products from the manufacturing industry.
Cnet introduced Snap!, a site dedicated to presenting Web inform ation that is targeted
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to the user. When a first-time user arrives at the main site, Snap! requests

th~

user's

zip code and then presents a Web page that that is tailored to the user, and users can
then create a personal page. Snap! Offers advertisers many opportunities to present
ads in a targeted way. There are several channels, including business, computing,
health, living, money, shopping, and travel. There has also been significant growth in
localized sites where national, regional, or local advertisers can present localized
advertising. Hot Coupons! And CitySearch were pioneers in enabling ad targeting
based on local geography. This clustering of the Web will provide advertisers with the
ability to locate and market to specific target groups and measure the success of each
ad within each target group. This microanalysis is what makes the Web attractive to
direct marketers and adverti sers.
Figm·e 2.3
Roadblocks to one-to-one advertising Jupit.er Communication

Source: Jupiter Communication, 1996

Better Sales Letul~
An October 6, 1997, Business Week article stated how Toyota's
number-one source for leads is their Web site, overtaking its 800 number. From May
1996 to May 1997,Toyota received 152,000 Web leads. Toyota later matched the
online leads with the names of buyers at dealerships to find that the Web ads led to the
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sale of 7329 cars, which is a 5 percent conversion rate. The more targeted you make
your advertising; the more qualified the sales leads. Direct marketers have found more
return on their direct marketing budget by trying to increase the response rate through
targeted offers. Mass marketers can only go so far in targeting, so they receive lots of
unqualified prospects that require more resources to sift out the truly qualified sales
prospects. So highly targeted web ads can increase the likelihood of response and
conversion to purchase, and can decrease the cost associated with qualifying the
prospects to determine if they are likely to buy.

Benefits of One-to-One Web Advertising and Promotion
One-to-One Web Advertising and Promotion 1s the vehicle that
promotes the relationship between the seller and buyer, enable the seller to grasp the
individual buyer's real need, increasing brand loyalty. The key benefit is its ability to
put the right message in front of the right audience at the right time, encouragmg
dialog with customers, taking advantage of one of the lowest costs available to
provide hundreds of different messages to different audiences, and the ability to track,
report, and actually know if an online ad is successful.

The Online Advertising Advantage
Zeff (1997) also mentioned advantages of online advertising. Online
advertising holds four distinct advantages i.e. targeting ability, tracking, deliverability
and flexibility, and interactivity.

Targeting Ability
Online advertisers have an entirely new range of targeting capabilities.
They can focus on users from specific companies, SIC codes, or geographical region
and nations, as well as by time of day, computer platform, and browser. They can
target using the databases that serve as the backbone of direct marketing. They can
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even target based on a p·e ople's personal preferences and actual behavior.

Tracking
Marketers can track how users interact with their brands and learn what
is of interest to their current and prospective customers_ For exampl e, a car
manufacturer can track how a user progresses through its site to determine whether
more users are interested in the safety information or the "extras" that come with a
particular model.
Advertisers can also measure the response to an advertisement (through
the number of ti mes an ad is cli cked on, t he number of purchases or leads an ad
generated, etc), w hich is difficult to do with traditional television, print, and billboard
advertising.

~

Deliverability and Flexibility
Online, an ad is delivered in real time 24 hours a day, 7 days a w eek,
365 days a year. Furthermore, an ad campaign can be lau nched, updated, or canceled
immediately. An advertiser can follow a campaign's progress daily, notice that a
campai gn is generating very little response in the first week, and replace it by

wee~

2.

Thi s is a big difference from print, where an ad cannot be changed until a new edition
of the publication is published; or on TV, where the high costs of ad development is
in volved, making frequent changes prohibitive.

Interactivity
An advertiser's goal is to engage the prospect with a brand or product.
This can be done more effectively online, where consumers can interact with the
product_,t est the product, and, if they choose, buy the product .
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Hurdles to One-to-One Web Advertising and Promotion
Jnternet advertising industry's analysts, authors, and practitioners

consider the biggest potential the Web brings to advertising is one-to-one capabilities.
They predict that online advertising will make Web marketers' dream become true.
However, according to a Jupiter Communications "Online Advertising Report", it is of
benefit to know more about an individual cu stomer, but it may not always be worth
paying a lot of money for the information. Figures 2.4 show some of the roadblocks to
the fabled market of one and the pros and cons of targeting.
The primary conditions existing in the online advertising medium that
will present chall engers to one-to-one Web marketers include pri vacy concerns, the
higher cost to implement one-to-one online ad campaigns versus non-targeted

-

campaigns, accuracy of user information, and the size of the online market in general.

Figure 2.4

r-
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The pros and cons of targeting

Pros

Advertisers

Publishers

Increased Response Less

High-er CPM~ Builds Relationshi~

Waste Increases Creative with Advertiser
Impact

Cons

No Clear Proof oflncreased

Premier Inventory Shortage Lack

ROI after Certain Point

of Reach lnventoty Manage ment
Problems

~----~--------~-

Source: Jupiter Communications, 1996
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Privacy Concerns by Online Users ·
Creating personalized ad messages is dependent on technology and
information gathering with which most online customers feels uncomfortable.
According to an April 1997 Business Week/Harris Poll, 65 percent of respondents
were not willing to share personal and financial information so that online ads could
be targeted to their tastes and interests. Many marketers and technology companies are
frustrated by misinformation about cookie technology and other techniques that
identify users to online publishers. Some online consumers think that online marketers
can get their social security number from a cookie file without the consumer's consent
not true.
In order to reverse this situation and effect the benefits of one-to-one
online advertising, Web marketers will need to embrace privacy standards and
practices brought forward by organizations such as the World Wide Web Consortium,
Direct Marketing Association and TRUST. Many Web marketing leaders believe that
the industry should be self-regulating in order to keep the government, particularly the
Federal Trade Commission, out of the indust1y watchdog.

Higher Cost to Implement One-to-One Online Ad Campaigns

*

There are some online advertising industry representat ives who believe
that the cost of creating one-to-one adve1tising on the Web outweighs its benefits.
(Allen, 1998)
I) On One Hand
The cost-per-thousands (CPMs) for placing online ads can vary from
$1 to $200, depending on the Web site and the level of desired targeting. There is
usually a charge for each additional target selection chosen when buying an ad
placement. There are also additional creative and production costs associated with
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each additional ad c;- campaign versus one Web banner created for one audieni:-e as a
whole.
2) On the Other Hand
According to Wenda Harris Millard, executive Vice President of
Marketing and Programming at Double Click, "People don't laugh at John
Wannamaker's famous statement: 'Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted,
and the trouble is, I don't know which half,' because the Web provides tracking and
accountability that solves this mystery." She believes that one-to-one Web marketing
isn't too costly because it is an efficient and, in the long run, Jess expensive than other
traditional methods that can cost hundreds of dollars per qualified lead.

Accumcy o_f'Target Information
With the fears over online privacy, many online consumers have not
provided information to online marketers, involving limited access to target messages.
Or consumers have not given accurate information about themselves, and many online
publishers have no practical way to verify the information. With software that enables
users to block cookies, targeting is further limited. Web sites that have fee-based
subscriptions or take online orders are capable of verifying most user information e.g.
address, phone number, credit, and purchases. However, even these types of sites
cannot verify more qualitative data such as user preferences. (Allen, 1998)
According to the GVU

ih WWW User Survey, approximately 40

percent of respondents have provided false information, and a little more the 14
percent gave false information over 25 percent of the time. According to Bill Irvine,
director of interactive media at The Wolf Group, targeting on the Internet is based on
limited information can be unreliable or incorrect. However, Irvine does see a
promising thture for one-to-one marketing on the Web .
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Size of Online Advertising Market
To some of the largest advertisers, the Web itself looks like one big
target market of 82 million personal computers connected to the Internet in 1997 and
more than 268 million by 2001, according to Data quest. There are currently only
about 1000 Web sites selling advertising To put the Web ad market in perspective,
online advertising is expected to reach $4.4 billion in the year 2000, which will be
relatively small portion compared with the total ad spending of $131 billion.
The good news is that the adoption of the Web continues at a
breakneck pace. More people are using the Web more times per week and spending
more time than ever before. Here is the time it took for each type of media to reach 50
million users, according to a Morgan Stanley Technology Research report (1998):
Radio

38 years

TV

l 3 years

Internet

5 years (EST.)
Although the onlin0 market is still relatively small, the types and

numbers of Web sites are vast. There are more than 1 million Web domains and there
is a Web site for almost any subject you can think of (and many you would have never
thought of!). With this in mind, online targeting makes good marketing sense.

Hurdles to One-to-One Web Advertising and Promotion
Hurdles to One-to-One Web Advertising and Promotion are involved
with privacy infringement, the higher implementation cost than non-targeted
campaigns, inaccuracy of user information, and relatively small share compared with
the overall advertising market.
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The Role of the Interi>et
The last three to four years have seen an explosive growth in the
number of people using the Internet. Interconnectivity with simple and powerful
computers theoretically offers the opportunity to link with anyone on a global basis
with the use of a modem. The open software written by companies such as Netscape
enables access to information concerning companies, individuals, marketing data,
brochures, pictures, science, specific discussion groups., music., spo1ts, politics and a
host of other sources. The current worldwide usage is estimated to be around 60
million (with e- mail address), throug h a rapidly growing medium figures can be
somewhat suspected. However, Or Vinton Cerf, one of the developers of the Internet 's
data transfer protocols, testified to the US House of Representatives that: 'There is
reason to expect that the user population will exceed 100 million by 1998' (Ellswonh
and Ellsworth, 1996). Perhaps what is more important is to consider the way network
serves are growing in the top 25 countries. reflecting the appetite of businesses and
consumers alike in connecting to the World Wide Web.
Owing to the fact that the Internet removes many barriers lo

'
communication, obstacles such as time zones, geography and location do not matter,
and so a ' frictionless' business environment is the,oretically possible (Anderson,
1997). The main growth is expected to be in the 'business--to-business'.
Essentially, firms communicate with their customers through various
forms of media. Most media allow the customer a passive approach to communication
and limited forms of feedback. The previous di scussions alluded to the fact that much
of the feedback data is gathered through extensive market research or laboratory
testing to understand the effectiveness of advertising. The Internet offers a computermediated environment (CME) on a g lobal basis. The World Wide Web, most

importantly from a marketing viewpoint, provides an efficient ~hannel for advertising,
marketing and even direct distribution of certain goods and services (Hoffman and
Novak, 1996). Certain authors stated that the Web could save companies up to ninetenths of their advertising budget (Potter, 1994; Verity and Hof, 1994). According to
Kassaye ( 1997) who undertook a Porter ( l 985) analysis of the effect of the World
Wide Web on agency-advertiser relationships, many companies are likely to use
computer design studios and boutiques or resort to produce in-house advertisements.
What does this brave New World of marketing communications have
to offer marketers? Firs: of all, it offers a distinct change from the traditional one-to··
many marketing communications model that is currently effective for mass media
(Figure2.5). There is no interaction between consumers and firms in this environment.
The communications model outlined by Steuer (1992) and Hoffman and Novak
( l 996a), explains that in the mediated model, the primary relationship is not between
the sender and the receiver, but rather the mediated environment with which each
party interacts. The important factor here is the chance the users get to participate in
feeli ng and modifying the form and content of the environment. The depth of the
experience is largely what a person feels in the hypermedia CME.
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Figure 2.5
Transitional one-to-many marketing communications model for mass media
F = Firm
C =Consumer

Source: Hoffman and Novak, l 996
Figure 2.6 shows the. range of communication possibilities, which
consumers are being able to put product-related content in the medium, ranging from,
gardening issues (for instance, garden web sites) to toys (for instance, Lego, Barbies
Dolls and Teletubbies) to television shows (Friends and The X-files). Internet
presence gives firms a non-intrusive forrn of adverlising (at present), largely because
many computer users do not have access to sound or video clips usage. The whole
premise of adve1tising on the Internet relies on involvement, the way in which
customers "flow'' through the medium and the use of structured activities, offering
individuals a completely different form of experience compared to standard television
advertising. Potentially, there is also the chance for instant folfillment through being
able to place an order for a particular good or service. Earlier, this paper expresses the
role of involve1Y1ent in advertising in achieving a longer-term effect for a particular
brand (Hollis, 1995). The Internet offers just such a possibility, with Net surfers being
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able to .:!elve deeper into the Web pages for further information ar.d to select favorite
sites as "bookmarks"

Figure2.6
Mediated Communication Model
---~

--]

Communications technology

( Storage/Processing/Develo~ment)__

-----

Sender
(Physical + CME)

Receiver
sical +CME)

J

Source: Steuer, 1992

The Role of the Internet
It come to light that Internet service providers are offering the users wider
opportunity to link with anyone on a global basis. The open software written by the
companies e.g. Netscape made the users accessible to information concerning
companies, individuals, marketing data, brochures, pictures, science, speci fi c
discussion groups, music, sports, politics and a host of other sources.
In addition, the Internet is offering a computer-mediated environment (CME)
on a global basis. The World Wide Web, most importantly from a marketing
viewpoint, provides an efficient channel for adve1iising, marketing and even direct
distribution of certain goods and services.
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The Jnternet, Postmodern Marketing & GlobaJ:zation
Much of the discussion on postmodern marketing emphasizes the
growing

importance

of

digital/communicative

technologies,

communication,

consumption, images/symbols and hyper-reality (Venkatesh ET al. , 1993). According
to Cova (1996), postmodernism champion's individuality and the modern quest for
liberation from social bonds. The fragmentation of society shows the consequence of
postmodern individualism. He argues that: "Paradoxically, the postmodern individual
is both isolated and in virtual contact with the whole world electronically. Postmodern
daily life is characterized by ego concentration, encouraged by the spread of
computers."
In many respects it could be argued that this type of post.modern world
is not quite a reality for many people. Authors such as Clegg( l 99 1) would argue that
we are seeing signs of modernity, with seamless societal changes taking place in
di fferent cu ltural contexts rather than complete paradigm changes. It would be faci le
to tackle this contentious issue in this paper. Nonetheless, some of the arguments put
fmward have relevance in this new world of almost instant global communications .
Ironically, much of the postmodern emphasis on fragmentation and
individualism seems to be borne out by the experience of companies on the Internet.
For instance, companies such as Tripod and Geocities (Hof ET al. , 1997) have made a
virtue out of helping to build "community-type" discussion areas. Tripod offers
editorial content and discussion are grouped into fields such as politics, health and
money. The target audiences are the "twenty-something". Individuals are encouraged
to design and build their own Web pages. In these locations, larger companies such as
Ford, Visa, Sony and Microsoft take banner advertising space. The demographi cs of
the commu nity play a large part in segmenting t he advertising spending for the large
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companies; as the target group is mainly aged 18-34, living in the US and 75 percent
male. Another interesting example of thi s community-based discussion area is
provided by Geocities, which has formed a "virtual" city allowing communities to
develop and flourish, eventually exchanging or selling homes and also settling into
new neighborhoods. Armstrong and Hagel (1996) discuss the merits of on-line
communities and explain how the Garden Web area has evolved into a very successful
community, where ideas are shared, plants are exchanged and links with related
businesses and resources are forged. In this sense, it is a powerful area for an
advertiser to be in, rather than in a simple site that allows only transactions.

The

Internet~

Postmodern IVbU'kcting
The postmodern marketing discusses over the growing im portance of

digital/co mmuni cative technologies, communication, consumption, images/symbols
and hyper-reality. The postmodern marketing is the combination of individual ity and
electronic interconnectivity with the outside world . Importantly, it can establish as
online community for sharing experience between each another to strengthen the
community.

*

The Interaction of Advertising, The Internet Globalization

*

The above discussion shows the complexities that are beginning to
develop in marketing and advertising. It appears that there is a move towards
individualism and fragmentation. Cybermarketing is allowing both smaller and larger
companies an effective marketing medium for communication on a global basi s. For
mu ltinationals, the model appears to move from information to transaction (Figure2.7)
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·1•'igure2.7
Evolutionary paths of a web site
Multinational companies
Information _ __,..,. Transaction model

l.
l

1. Image/product information Customer interaction

Customer interaction

2. Information collection/market research

3. Customer suppo11/service

4. Internal suppo1i/service

l

5. Transactions
Source: Quelch and Klein, 1996

3M's Web site gives information on its products and news about
innovations and, at the same time, the company is making forays into sell ing simple
products. Internet start-ups or smaller companies, on the other hand, work towards a
transaction/information model in order to minimize cost, as shown in Figure2.8. They
can then continue to spend more time bui lding brand image, providing product
suppo11 and winning repeated purchases where possible. A small business success
story in this area is a company such as Jack Scaife butchers in Keighley in Yorkshire
(Oldfield and Burnham, 1997). The Internet offers sample opportunities for new
product diffusion, the possibility of adapting products and services to meet local
requirements and niche product selling by smaller companies to an in stant global
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audience. Jack Scaife butchers sell cured pork over the Internet and receive a
substantial number of e-mails from Hong Kong and Japan

Figure2.8
Internet Start-Ups

lnformation model

Transaction
l. Web site

~

2. Transactions

3. Customer support/service

~

4. Image/product information

~

5. Information collection/rnarket research

Source: Quelch and Klein, 1996
Currently, the population on the Net is quite diverse with 45 percent of
the adults surfing the Net aged 40 or over, and 32 percent between 18 and 29. ln fact
women make up 41 percent of the Net population. In general, the adult Net users are
more affluent and better educated than the population as a whole. More than 42
percent have household incomes greater than £35,000 compared with 33 percent of
the overall population, and 73 percent of Net surfers have attended college versus 46
percent of the total population (Hof et al., 1997)
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The Inten1dion of Advertising/ The Internet Globalization
The Interaction of Advertising/The Internet Globalization offers the
equal opp011unity for all business to advertise their new products, as well as the
possibility to adapt their products and services to meet local requirement, and to
facilitate niche-product sales by smaller companies to an instant global audience.
Demographic Facto1·s

Wells, Burnett, &. Moriarty (I 992) mentioned individual characteristics
strongly influence the way of thinking, deciding and behaving of consumer. These
characteristics can be divided into two categories: demographics variables and
psychographic variables.
Demographics is the study of those social and economic factors that
influ ence behavior of individual consumer. These factors serve as the basis for much
of the advertising strategy. Knowing the age, sex, occupation and income of the
members of the target audience assists advertisers in message design and media
selection.

Gender
Gender or sex ts an obvious basis for differences in marketing
advertising. When talking about gender differences, they are considered in both
primary and secondary differences. Primary gender differences are physical or
psychological traits that are inherent to males or females. Secondary gender traits tend
to be primarily associated with one sex more than the other. The primary gender
characteristics of men and women create demands for products and services directly
associated with a person's sex. In the past there were many taboos regarding the
marketing of such products. Today these barriers have all but vanished, and prim ary
female and mal e products are marketed in simil ar ways and in comparable med ia.
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While marketing products related to secondary sexual characteristics has become
more complicated.

Age
People in different stages of life have different needs. An advertising
message must be understandable to the age group which the product or service is
targeted and should be delivered through a specific medium used by members of that
group.

Education level
The level of education also influences consumer behavior. Advertisers
know they must market products differently to better-educated consumers than to the
less-educated ones. Consurner with higher education are often more responsive to
technical-scientific appeals, prefer informative ads, and are oft.en ab le to judge the
relationship between the price and quality of product.

r-

l::a

Occupation
Most people identify themselves by what they are.

Homemakers and

students identify themselves this way as well. There has been a gradual movement
from blue-collar occupations to white-collar occupations over the last 3 decades .
There have also been shifts within white-color work from sales to other areas, such as
professional specialty, technical, and administrative positions. Furthermore, the
number of service-related jobs is expected to increase, especially in the health-care,
education, and legal and business-service sectors. Much of this transaction is a direct
result of advanced computer technologies, which have eliminated many laborintensive blue-collar occupations (Mark D. Hayward and William R. Grady (1988),
"The Work Life Patterns ofCoho11 of Older Men in the U.S., 1966-1 993). This shift
has effect advertising in a number of ways. Most notably, blue-collar jobs are hardly
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ever portrayed in advertisements, and ad copy tends to be more technical. Also,
women are being depicted in more professional roles.

Income
The distribution of income among the population has a great impact on
marketers. People are only meaningful to a marketer of they have the resources to the
product advertised. That means people must possess money and credit. It also means
people must have some discretionary income, the money available to a household
after taxes and basic necessities such as food and shelter. As their total income
increase, the proportion that is considered discretionary income grows at a much faster
rate.

Psychographic

~~acto1·s

There are four maJor types of psychographic factors that further

-

influence people's buying behavior, i.e.

r-

l=-

Motivation

A person has many need s at any given time. Some needs are biogenic.
They arise from physiological states of tension such as hunger, thirst, and discomfort.
Other needs are psychogenic. They arise from psychological states of tension such as
the need for recognition, esteem, or belonging. Most psychogenic needs are not
intense enough to motivate the person to act on them immediately. A need becomes
motive when it its aroused to a sufficient level of intensity. A motive (or drive) is a
need that is sufficiently pressing to drive the person to act. Satisfying the need help
relieve tension .

Perception
A motivated person is ready to act. How the motivated person actually
acts is influenced by his or her perception of the situation. Perception is defined as the
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process by which an individual selects, organize::., and interprets information inputs to
create meaningful picture of the world. Perception depends not only on the physical
stimuli but also on the stimuli's relation to the surrounding field and on conditions
within the individual. People can emerge with different perceptions of the same object
because of three conceptual processes: selective attention, selective disto1tion, and
selective retention.

Lellrni11g
Learning describes change in human behavior resulting from an
individual person 's experience. Learning theorists say that a person's learning is
produced through the interplay of drives, stimuli, cues, response, and reinforcement. A
drive is defined as a strong internal stimulus impelling action. A drive becomes a
motive when it is directed toward pa1ticular drive-reducing stimulus object. Cues are
minor stimuli that determine when, where, and how the person responds. Learning
theory teaches marketers that they can build up demand for a product by associating it
with strong drives, using motivating cues, and providing positive reinforcement.
Beli~f and Attitudes

*

Through doing and learning, people acquire beliefs and attitudes. These
in turn influence their buying behavior. A belief is a descriptive thought that a person
holds about something. Belief may be based on knowledge, opinion, or faith. It may or
may not carry an emotional charge. An attitude describes a person 's enduring
favorable or unfavorable cognitive tendencies toward some object or idea. People
have attitudes toward almost everything: religion, politics, clothes, music, food, and so
on. Attitudes put them into a frame of mind of liking or disliking on object, moving
toward or away from it. Attitudes lead people to behave in a fairly consistent way
toward similar objects. People do not have to interpret and react to every object in a
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fresh way. Attitudes economize on energy and thought. For this reason, attitudes are
very difficult to change. A person's attitudes settle into a consistent pattern, and to
change a single attitude may require major adjustments in other attitudes, evaluations,
emotional feelings, and action.
Empirical P1·evious Study

This part, the surveys were conducted to discover the attitude and
behavior of Internet users to purchase products and services via the advertising on the
Internet. As the previous study were found that during 1990-1999, there were five
researchers studied the Internet users' awareness, exposures as well as attitude toward
the advertising on the Internet. Questionnaires were used to collect the data from each
pai1

of Thailand such as Bangkok, Chiang Mai in the different occupations such as

-

students, working people and people who have experience in advertising on the
internet.

Luenam (I 998) studied attitude and behavior of Internet users to buy
goods and services via the Internet. Questionnaires were used to collect data. The
results showed that the majority of the Internet users do not use the Internet for buying
goods and services, because they lack confidence in the security of payment. The
average of Web site accessibility is less than I 0 sites in a week. Still, the majority
thinks that information and advertisement received on the Internet affect their
subsequent purchase of those goods and services from other channels.
Panturaporn ( 1990) studied the attitude of Chiang Mai University
students toward the advertising on the Internet. Questionnaires were used to collect
data from 200 students. The results showed that most respondents use the Internet for
communication and information search, mainly about entertainment information.
Multimedia designs will make the advertisement more interesting to the customer.
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Putting products and services on the Internet will give international quality image to
them. Responding to an electronic mail inquiry will increase customer satisfaction.
Customers will have higher confidence in the products if they were responded by
electronic mail from product advertiser. Moreover they have tended to purchase,
repurchase and recommend others to purchase that product too.
Tommuerd (1997) studied the awareness and attitudes of people of
working age towards advertisi ng effects on purchasing decision. Questionnaires were
used to collect data from 400 peoples of working age in Bangkok. The results showed
that most of the people of working age perceive that many of the advertisements are
overstated. Product attributes, brand names and adve1tising plots are utilized to
support purchasi ng decision of most of the people of working age. Advertisements are
used as essential information when people of working age decide to purchase
convenient goods such as household products, foods, snacks and beverage.
Suvimolphan (1996) studied Internet users' awareness and exposures to
advertising on the Internet. Questionnaires were used to collect data from 200
samples. Depth interviews with 20 people who have experience in advertising on the
Internet were conducted. T he results showed that most of the Internet users are aware
of advertising on the Internet and they are likely to have positive attitudes toward it.
They viewed advertising on the Internet as a source of useful information with
interesting presentation technique. Advertising on the Internet provides the customer
with convenience. Therefore some Internet users prefer to purchase, via the Internet,
goods which are unavailable in Thailand.
Khongsawatkiat ( 1999) studied the influences of the advertising
strategies to the consumer behavior, which are found to have been the major concern
of today's marketing business. Consumer attitudes, brand choice, decision-making,
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pnce sensitivity, minority gr0ups, and mature market are affected the consumer
behavior in both direct and indirect ways. The study showed that there are combined
results of adve1tising effects to the consumer behavior; however, most of the results
showed that there are effects of the advertising to consumer behavior.
In the conclusion, most of the Internet users in Thailand are aware of

advertising on the Internet and they are likely to have positive attitudes toward it.
They also think that advertising on the Internet effects to the consumer behavior in

both direct and indirect ways. It provides with essential information, convenience
purchasing when people decide to purchase goods and services via the Internet.
Customers will have higher confidence in the goods and services if they were
responded by electronic mail from product advertiser. Fu1therrnore, they also have
tended to repurchase and recommend others to purchase that products and services via
advertising on the Internet.
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Chapter III
Research Frameworks
3.1 Theoretical Fn1mework
Since this research 1s intended to study the buying decision w ith
relevant factors, the relevant theories and the previous researchers were applied in this
study.

Buying Decision
Assale (I 998) described that buying decision must be understood so
that the marketers can further develop strategic plans. Consumer decision-making is
not a single process. Deciding to buy a car is a different thing from buying toothpaste.
Limited decision-making is also likely to take place when consumers seek variety.
When involvement is low, consumers are more likely to switch brands out of boredom
and in search for variety's sake, as there is little to lose.
As referred to the study of Luenam ( 1998) o n attitude and behavior of
the lnternet users toward buying goods and service via the Internet, the study indicated
that the majority of th e Internet users thought that information and advertisement
received on the Internet affect their subsequent purchase from other channels.
Well s,

Burnett,

&

Moriarty (1992)

mentioned

that

individual

characteristi cs strongly influence the consumer' s way of thinking, decision and
behavior. These characteristics can be divided into two categories: demographics
variables and psychographic variables. For this research, psychographic vari ables are
incl uded as a part of advertising components.
As referred to the study of Tommuerd (1997) on the awareness and
attitude of people of working age towards advertising affect purchasing decision, the
study indicated that there are differences in advertising effects on buying decision
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upon segment by demographic factors.
As referred to the study of Khongsawatkiat (1999), there are the effects
of the advertising to the consumer behavior: consumer attitudes, brand choice,
decision-making, price sensitivity, minority groups, and mature market.
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3.2 Conceptual Framework
For this part, the researcher drew relevant theories and previous
empirical researches necessary to develop the conceptual framework of the research.
The conceptual framework was conducted for analyzing the relationship between
buying decision and demographic factors as well as cornponents of advertising. For
this research study, psychographic variables are included as a part of advertising
components. Therefore, psychographic variables are not separated as one independent
variable. The conceptual framework is shown below:

Figure 3.1
Conceptual J?ramework

Independent Variables

Advertising components
Presenter
Copy text
Qualification of Product
Brand
Picture
Animation

*

Dependent Va riable

rR

Web site

----- --------,

l~uying decision of Internet users

Demographic factors

Gender
Age
Education Level
Occupation
Income
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3.3 Research Hypotheses

Group A: Advertising components VS buying decision

H10 : There is no relationship between Presenter and buying decision of Internet users.

Hl a: There is a relationship between Presenter and buying decision oflnternet users.
H20 : There is no relationship between Copy Text and buying decision of Internet
users.

H2a: There is a relationship between Copy Text and buying decision oflnternet users.
H30 : There is no relationship betw een Qualification of Product and buying decision of
Internet users.
H3,.: There is a relationship between Qualification of Product and buying decision of
Internet users .

~

H4o: There is no relationship between Brand and buying decision of Internet users.

H4a: There is a relationship between Brand and buying decision oflnternet users.
H5<>: There is no relationship between Picture and buying decision oflnt.ernet users.
HS.. : T here is a relationship between Picture and buying decision of Internet users.

H6o: There 1s no relationship between Animation and buying decision of Internet
users.

H6a: T here is a relationship between Animation and buying decision oflnternet users.
H7o: T here is no relationship between Web Site and buying decision oflntern et users.
H7a: T here is a relationship between Web Site and buying decision oflnternet users.
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Group B: Demographic Factors VS Buying Decision
H8 0 : There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by gender.

H8a : There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet users
upon segment by gender.
H90 : There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by age levels.
H9a: There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet users

upon segment by age levels.
HJ 00 : There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by education levels.
H l Oa: There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by education levels.

-

HJ l o: There is no difference in effect of adve11ising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by occupations.
H 11 a: There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by occupations.
H 120: There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by income levels.
H l 2a: There is a difference in effect of adve1tising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by income levels.
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3.4 Operational definition of influential variables.
Conceptual

Concept

Definitio1~·----T Ope~~ti-~-~~;i_________

. - Level-of_______

Component
-----------

·---·------

Advertising

Presenter is the person

Effect on buying

Component:

who introduces a product

decision levels

Presenter

on Internet advertisement

---------- -------·-----

Measurement

--------~---··----

Interval Scale

---------·~-____.

Advettising

Main written or printed

Effect on buying

component

parts of a book or page.

decision levels

Copy text

(Contrasted with notes,

_____

Interval Scale

diagrams, illustrations,
etc_)
1-----·---

---!-------···------

---------·---

Advertising

A quality, ability, or an

Effect on buying

component:

accomplishment that

decision levels

Qualification of

makes a product.

Interval Scale

Product
Advertising
component:
Brand

~

::>

----·-------·--

Advertising

component:
Picture

t/).

A trademark or distinctive

Effect on buying

name identifying a product

decision levels

: ;i::~~:':;::e oT--

Effect

display material, such as a

decision levels

Interval Scale

o;;b;;Yit;-g __ ' Ii11erValSCafe

I
I

*

photograph or film, which
is used to illustrate ar

explain something.

Advertising

A simulation of movement

Effect on buying

component:

created by displaying a

decision levels

Animation

series of pictures, or

!-:~:I: ~~:~i~::;=.---

Advertising
component:
Web site

Interval

Scale

::::: :n1:::i~~g---1--i~~terval S~ale -

frames.
1

I

0

Web site contains a home
page, which is the first

1

document users see when

~:~d:~raphic factor ~1:,~~::1'.~: ~:sc;--ll-~~1"al~-~r r ~;-;;i~--r'i~-,;,i,;xsc;;1e--··--·---··-·--·--·~·--··-···-·--------··----··.L-

1

·----------·--·--- -- ------ ---·-·------ ____ _J ______ ---·---·-·····---·
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- ----- -------- -----~-

- - -- - -- ------r··- - ---·-····--------- -------------

Demographic factor:

Lifetime that a person or

- The period of life,

Age

thing has been existed.

identified by

Ordinal Scale

person.
1----- - ----------------l- -- - - - -- - -

Demographic factor:

Person's employment or

- Individual

Occupation

profession.

Occupation

- - - - - - -- - -t------- -- - - -

-- - · ·

Demographic factor:

The academic standing

- The one's

Educational Level

that develops academically

highest educational

and mentally through

level

!

Nominal Scale

i

Nominal Scale

learning process.
Demographic factor:

Money received from

-Personal average

Income

employment or benefit

income level I

from investment or rent

month

from property ownership.
~----- -·--·-----~----·-----------
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Ordinal Scale

Chapter IV
Research Methodology
4.1 Research Method Application
According to Churchill ( 1999), descriptive research is used to describe
the characteristics of certain groups as well as to estimate the proportion of people in a
specified population who behave in a certain way. The descriptive research was
applied in this research to describe socioeconomic characteristics as well as effects of
advertising on the Internet on buying decision of the Internet users.
ln order to gather the data of the respondents from the survey, a

research technique in which information is gathered from a sample of people through
questionnaire was used. Basically, survey provides quick, inexpensive, efficient, and
accurate means of assessing information about the population. Most surveys have
multiple objectives.
Although most swveys are descriptive, they can also be designed to
provide causal explanations or to explore ideas (Zikmund, 2000).
Moreover, researchers expect problem-solving efforts to result in
practicable statements of research questions and research objectives. At the end of the
problem solving stage of the research process, researchers should prepare a written
statement that clarifies any ambiguity about what they hope the research to achieve.
Hypothesis is an unproven proposition or supposition that tentatively explains certain
facts or phenomenon; a proposition that is empirically testable (Zikmund, 2000)
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4.2 Respondents and Sampling Procedures
In today's world, it is accepted that communication through the Internet
is widespread and used by many groups of people from students to working people.
This makes many business be much interested in using the Internet for advertising,
thus flourishing progress in this area is materialized. The Internet is a modern medium
that is very useful for advertisers as they can select the target population and know the
exact number of surfers who click on to see the particular advertisement.
In addition, those who want to buy products could do so via the
Internet. Therefore, the population of this survey is Bangkokian Internet users whose
ages are 18-45 years old who used to bu y products through advertising on the Internet.
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Determining Sample Size
For this study, the researcher must make a judgment about confidence
level and maximum allowance for random sampling error.

Further the size of the

prop01tion influences random sampling error; thus an estimate of the expected
propo1tion of success must be made based on intuition or prior information. The
formula is:

n

or
n =

z___p_c1l.:P-.l,\
2

Whereas
n = Sample Size
Z = Z score based on the researcher's desired level of confidence which is set
at 95%_ Then, the number of standard score of Z associated with
confidence level is equal to l. 96
p

Estimated proportion of success_ The entire proportion is assurned

to be 0.5
q

1 .. p

e

Allowable error (precision) is 0.05 or 5 % points
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Therefore, the total population to be surveyed is:
n

:0:

Z2 p(l-p)

= (L2~. 5) (1-0.2)
(0.05)2

:::: (3.8416)(0.5)(0.5)
0.0025
-- 384.16samples
~~

385 samp les.

Based on the calculation, the sample to be used is 385. For convenience in reducing
deviations, the sampling is set at 400.

TJ
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Sampling procedure
The sampling frame of this research was derived from the list of the
main department stores available in Bangkok Metropolis, consisting of

Central Department Store

The Mall

Imperial

Robinson

Ma Boon Klong(MBK)

Merry King

Tang Hua Seng

Tokyu

SOGO

Siam Jusco

Pata

Emporium

Banglumpoo Depa11111ent Store

Cathy Department Store

For data collection, the researcher used Purposive Random Sampling to
choose 10 sampling units out of all department stores in Bangkok.

Then, Quota

Sampling was used to divide sampling propo1tion, which 40 samples were equally
picked from each sampling unit in order to match the sample size of 400 people as

above set. Here they are the list of selected sampling units and sampling size.

Sampling Size

40

people

Sampling Size

40

people

3. The Emporium

Sampling Size

40

people

4. The Mal I Ramkumhaeng

Sampling Size

40

people

5. The Mall Ngamwonqwarn

Sampling Size

40

people

6.

The Mall Bangkapi

Sampling Size

40

people

7. Sogo Department Store

Sampling Size

40

people

8. Robinson Ratchada

Sampling Size

40

people

9.

Sampling Size

40

people

Sampling Size

40

people

J.

Central Chidlom

2.

Central Lardpao

Mabunkong

10. Imperial Lardpao

~Jt,
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400

Total

people

Consequently, the researcher began to collect data from specified
population

hanging

around

in

these

above-listed

sampling

units

by

using

questionnaires based on convenience sampling method.

4.3 Research Instrument/Questionnaires
In this research, questionnaire was used as an instrnment to acquire
several aspects of respondents related to buying decision and attitude toward
advertising on the Internet. To achieve that, the questionnaire is divided into two parts,
they are l) Effect of Internet Adve1tising and 2) Personal information on buying
decision.
First, a rating scale is applied to ask the respondents about the effects
oflnternct advertising on buying decision . The statement is coded in five points item
scale from least to most ( l = the least, 5 '"'-' the mo1;t). Moreover, the respondents will
be asked for more information about their buying decision.
Secondly, personal information of the respondents will be asked to find
out the profiles of these respondents as well as socioeconomic characteristics
measured by genders, ages, education, occupations and incomes_

4.4 .Pretest
Churchill (1999) stated that each problem in the questionnaire should
be pre-tested within a group of respondents for the purpose of detecting problems in
the questionnaire instrnctions or design. During pretest process, the researcher would
be able to look for the clue of ambiguous questions leading to the respondents'
misinterpretation and to correct them in time. Making the most of pretest situation,
the researcher can make sure that the designed questionnaire is understood, in the
same way, to all respondents.
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Vanichbancha (2001) mentioned there should be at least 25 samples
involving in pretest process. In this research, 30 respondents were participated. After
launching the questionnaires, the researcher asked the respondents' comment for
questionnaire improvement. Then, the researcher revised the questionnaire to make it
much clearer understandable to the respondents as a whole.
From SPSS program, the result calculated by the Cronbach (1951)
Alpha scores showed a standardized alpha at 0.8077 in influence of components of
advertising on the Internet on buying decision. Therefore, this questionnaire can be
properly used as the instrument for this research study.
4.5 Statistic Treatment of Data

ln order to analyze the data collected from the respondents, the
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) program was used. Descriptive analysis,
Analysis of Variance, Simple Correlation Coefiicient and Independent Sample T-Test
were applied to test all hypotheses.
!?_escriptive An..alysis

Descriptive analysis refers to the transformation of the raw data into a
form that will make them easy to understand and interpret. Describing responses of
observations is typically the first form of analysis. The calculation of the average, the
frequency distribution, and the percentage distribution is the most common form of
summarizing data (Zikmund, 2000).
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Simple Correlation Coefficient
Simple Correlation Coefficient is the most popular technique that
indicates the relationship of one variable to another, representing a statistical measure
of the co-variation of or association between two variables (Zikmund, 2000)
The formula of calculating correlation coefficient for two variables x
and y:

Whereas sy1llbol x ru1d y represent the sample means of x and y,
respectively.
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Analysis of Variance (ANOV~}
Analysis of the effects of one treatment variable on an interval-scaled or ratioscaled dependent variable; a technique used to determine if statistically significant
differences of means occur between two or more groups (Zikmund, 2000).
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*

Independent Sample T-test
Independ ent Sample T -Test is more sensitive to certain vio lations of these·
assumptions than the others. Our purpose is simply to illustrate the basic fact that
stati stical tests d epend on ce rta in assumptions for their va lidity.

If the sample size id
t

=

ri10re

than JO a nd

2
0 1

= o/

X 1 - X2
-- -

2

+ _s2 _

n2
and
df

/s

l , 121, n1 )2 .,..,

' S'221112)2
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---···-

where
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111·· l

X1

-· Mean of Group 1

Xi

Mean o f Group 2
2

S1
S2

2

--

Variance of Group 1

---

Varian ce of Group 2
Sample size of G roup 1

n1
112

-

Sample size of Group 2

df

=

Deg ree of freedom
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Table 4.1: Summary of Hypotheses and Statistics used
Hl : Test the relationship between Presenter and
buying decision of internet users.

Coefficient Correlation

H2 : Test the relationship between Copy Text and
buying decision of internet users.

Coefficient Correlation

H3 : Test the relationship between Qualification of
Product and buying decision of internet users.

Coefficient Correlation

H4 : Test the relationship between Brand and buying

Coefficient Correlation

decision of internet users.
H5 : Test the relationship between Picture and buying
decision of internet users.

·
H6 : Test the relationship between Animation and

Coefficient Correlation

Coefficient Correlation

buying decision of internet users.
H7 : Test the relationship between Web Site and
buying decision of internet users .

--

Coefficient Correlation

H8 : Test the difference in effect of advertising on
buying decision of internet users upon segment
by gender.

Independent Sample T-test

H9 : Test the difference in effect of advertising on
buying deci sion of internet users upon segment
by age levels.

ANOVA

•

HIO: Test the difference in effect of advertising on
buying decision of internet users upon segment
by education levels.

-

. _,
)<f>~~

ANOVA

HI 1 : Test the difference in effect of adve11ising on
buying decision of internet users upon segment
by occupations.

ANOVA

H12 : Test the difference in effect of advertising on
buying decision of internet users upon segment
by income levels.

ANOVA
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Chapter V
Presentation of Data and critical Discussion of Results
This chapter presents the results of data analyses based on the sample size of
400 respondents. The data interpreted by using SPSS program. The analysis is derived
from all responses including demographi c characteristics that are gender, age levels,
education levels, occupations, and income levels. In addition, the researchers analyze
the influence oflnternet advertising on buying decision of the respondents.

In the first part of the analysis, descriptive statistics is applied to identify
frequency, percentage, mean, and standard deviation of the respondents. The analysis
begins with describ ing of demographic characteristics of the respondents consisting of
gender, age, educati on, occupation, and income levels, followed by buying deci sion of
the respondents.
The later part of the analysis, it involves hypothesis testing of this research.
Simple Correlation Coefficient is applied to test the relationship components of
advertising on Internet and buying decision of the respondents'

meanwhile

independent sample T-Test is performed to test the differences of two g roups that is
gender of the respondents. Moreover, Analysis of Variance (AN OVA) is utilized to
test the differences of more than two groups including age levels, education levels,
occupations, and income levels of the respondent.
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5.1 Demographic Charactel'istics of the Respondents
Demographic characteristi cs of the respondents involved in this
research includes gender, age level s, education levels, occupations, and income levels
as demonstrated in Table 5.1-5 .5 (Also see Appendix C)
Table 5.1 : Gender

Group Number of Respondents
! -- - ·--+- --

Percent(%)

- - -- - - - + - -- - - - -- - - ;

Gender
Male

156

Female

244

Total

---

39.0

~"

6i.o

400

I y

.100.0

- - - -·--·- ---·- - -- - - -'-- - - - - - --

()~

--'

From tab le 5.1, the highest number (6 1 percent) of the respondents is
female w hile the rest (39 percent) is male.
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Table 5.2: Age
------.------- ····---~

Group

Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

18-25 years old

214

53.5

26-30 years old

118

29.5

3 J-35 years old

34

8.5

J 6-40 years old

16

4.0

41-45 years old

18

4.5

ge

Total

400

ER

100.0

-~·-------

As shown in table 5.2, the largest number (53.5 percent) of the
respondents' age lies between 18 and 25 years, whereas 29.5 percent of the
respondents is of the ages between 26-30 years old. Additionally 8.5 and 4.5 percent
of the total respondents are of the ages between 31-3 5 years and 41-4 5 years in
respective order. The rest of respondents (4 percent) are of the ages between 36-40
years.
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Table 5.3: Education
Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

Secondary/high school

10

2 .5

Ce11ificate/diploma

20

5.0

Bachelor's degree

250

62.5

Master's degree

114

28.5

6

1. 5

Grnup

____ ____________________ ____,
,,

.

Education

igher than master's degree

tal
----------..··- ·---------------'--- - - - - - - - --

-

_______ ___ ..
,,

_

As demonstrated in table 5.3, the large number (62.5 percent) of the
total respondents holds the academic standing of Bachelor's degree, meanwhile 28.5
percent of the respondents holds Master's degree. Additionally, 5 percent and 2.5
percent hold Ce11ificate/Diploma, and Secondary/High School in respective order. The
rest of the respondents (1 .5 percent) hold academic standing in higher level than
master's degree.
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Table 5.4: Occupation
--

·---------~--- - -·---·--------,

_ ___G_'_ro_u_p_. -----+-N-u-mber of R
·-e-sp_o_~_de.nts__

Percent(%)

cupation

student

138

34.5

civil service officer

84

21.0

state enterprise officer

6

1.5

148

37.0

own business

12

3.0

Others

12

3.0

Total

400

private company employee

()~

100.0

L______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·· ·····-··--- · ~---··---·----

~

Table 5.4 indicates that 3 7 percent of the respondents is corporate
employees whereas 34.5 percent, 21 percent, and 3 percent are respectively students,
civil service officers, business owners and etc. Finally, only 1.5 percent of the total
respondents are state enterprise officers.
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Table 5.5: Income

:c~me

Number of Respondents

Pe1·cent(%)

I less than 5,000 baht

50

12.5

5,000-10,000 baht

186

46.5

10,001-15,000 baht

70

17.5

15,001-20,000 baht

32

8.0

20,001-25,000 baht

14

3.5

IO

2.5

38

9.5

400

100.0

f

Group

25,001-30,000 baht

~\

more than 30,000 baht
Total
-·- ~u..,,..,.__,

__

~~~-~----

- ----·~··-

As shown in table 5.5, the large number (46.5 percent) of the
respondents' average monthly income are from Baht 5,000-10,000, followed by 70
respondents (17.5 percent) and 50 respondents (12.5 percent) who have the average
monthly income ranging from Baht 10,001-15,000 and less than Baht 5,000
respectively. 9 .5 percent of 400 respondents have the average monthl y income in a
range of more than Baht 30,000, whereas 8 percent, 3.5 percent, and 2.5 percent of the
respondents have the average income from Baht 15,001-20,000, Baht 20,001-25,000,
and Baht 25,001-25,000 respectively.
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5.2 Awareness of the Influence of Arlvertising on the Internet on Buying Decision

Table 5.6: The respondents' recognition of presenter
Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

None

44

11.0

A little

88

22.0

Medium

164

41.0

A great deal

78

19.5

/

Group

tR.~gnition
I

I The most

26

total

400

ER I

6.5
100.0

As shown in table5.6, the large number (41 percent) of the respondents
can recognize presenter in a moderate level. Next, there are 88 respondents (22
percent), and 78 respondents (19.5 percent) who can respectively recognize presenter
in a little level and a great level. However, there are the respondents accounted for J 1
percent who cannot recognize presenter.
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Table 5.7: The respondents' recognition of copy text
Group

Number of Respondents

Percent(%1

1 - - - - - -- - - Recognition

None

34

8.5

A little

102

25.5

medium

172

43.0

A great deal

86

21.5

The most

6

1.5

400

otal
-··---·-···...--.

E

I

100.0

---

From table 5.7, the largest number (43 percent) of respondents can
recognize copy text in a moderate level, followed by 102 respondents (25 .5 percent)
who can recognize copy text in a little level. Of 400 respondents, 21 .5 percent can
recognize copy text in a great level whilst 8.5 percent of the respondents cannot
recognize copy text
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Table 5.8: The respondents' recognition of product feat;.;re

e_r_o_r_R_e_sp_o_n_d_e_n_t_s_-+---P-e_r_c_e_nt~

r··--·-_G_r_o_u_p_ --+-_N_u_m_b__

f

-1

cognition

None

28

7.0

A littl e

72

18.0

Med ium

160

40.0

A great deal

124

31.0

The most

16

4.0

Total

400

ER

100.0

T abl e 5.8 shows that 40 percent of the respondents can recognize
product feature in a moderate level , followed by 3 1 percent and 18 percent of
respondents can respectively recognize product feature in a great deal and a little
level. There are only 7 percent of the respondents who cannot recognize product
feature.
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Table 5.9: The respondents' recognition of product brand
Group

Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

None

10

2.5

A little

30

7.5

Moderate

152

38.0

A great deal

160

40.0

The most

48

12.0

Level of Recognition

fotal

400

ER

'-------- --~------ ----···4-••·--- · --·-·-·--··

100.0
·---- - - - - - -

As shown in table 5.9, the large number (40 percent) of the respondents
can recognize brand in a great level, followed by 38 percent of the respondents who
can recognize brand in a moderate ievel. Out of 400 respondents, 12 percent of the
respondents can recognize brand

in

the most level, whereas 7.5 percent of the

respondents can recogmze brand m a little level. However, 2.5 percent of the

*

respondents cannot recognize brand.
~

~o\

ot~V

dt/fl1itl'~i\~
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Table 5.10: The respondent' s recognition of illustrated picture

~----·
Group
Recognition

I None

- - - ---

Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

------- - JO

2.5

A little

18

4.5

Medium

130

32.5

A great deal

170

42.5

The most

72

18.0

Total

400

'"

100.0

-------

Table 5.10 indicates that the highest number (42.5 percent) of the
respondent ca11 recognize picture in a great level. Of 400 respondents, 32.5 percent
recognize pie.tu re in a moderate level, whereas 18 and 4. 5 percent of the respondents
respectively recognize picture in t he most and a little level. There are only 2.5 percent
of the respondents who cannot recognize picture.
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Table 5.11 : The respondent's recognition of animation
Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

None

14

3.5

A little

56

14.0

Medium

178

44.5

A great deal

110

27.5

The most

42

10.5

otal

400

Group
Recognition

E

As shown in table 5 .11, the large number ( 44.5 percent) of the
respondents can recognize animation in a moderate level whereas 27.5 percent of the
respondent can recognize animation in a great level. Additionally 14 and l 0. 5 percent
of the total respondents can respectively recognize animation in a little and the most
level. The rest of the respondents (3.5 percent) cannot recognize animation.
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Tai>le 5.12: The respondents' recognition of web site
r------ ---~----

Group

Percent( 0/i1)

Number of Respondents

- - - - - - · - - · ----!-- - ---

-1

Recognition
None

100

25 .0

A little

134

33 .5

Medium

118

29.5

A great deal

38

9.5

The most

IO

2.5

400

fotal
' - - - - - · ------··

-

I

ER /'f

-----

100.0

___________..:_~____J

Table 5.] 2 indicates that 33. 5 percent of the respondents can recognize
web site in a little level, followed by 29.5 percent of the respond ent who can
recognize web site in a moderate level. Additionally, there are 25 percent of the
respondents who cannot recognize web site.
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Table 5.13-5.19 presents the effect of componenis of lnternet
advertising on the respondents' buying decision.

Table 5.13: Effect of Presenter on the respondents' buying decision
- --

Group

Number of Respondents

Percent( °It))

- -- -

Recognition
None

64

16.0

A little

134

33.5

Medium

148

37.0

A great deal

50

The most

c:::,+

~

. otal
- - - - -·- ·

\JE SJ

12.5

4

1.0

400

100.0
·---

As shown in table 5. 13, the presenter has a little effect on the
respondents' buying decision or accounted for 33.5 percent. Meanwhile, 29.5 percent
of the respondents think that the presenter has moderate effect on their buying
deci sion.

However, there are 25 percent of the respondents who think that the

presenter has no effect on their buying decision .
Presenter has a little effect on the respondents buying decision. It
implies needlessness for marketers and advertisers to focus on presenter because
presenter cannot attract the attention of the respondents.
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Table 5.14: Effect of copy text on the respondents' buying decision

Group - -

N-.-;~-b;._;_:·~_-r_R_es_p_o_,_•d_e_n_t_s-+--====-r-_e_r_c_e~

Fgnition
None

26

6.5

A little

] ]0

27.5

Medium

154

38.5

A great deal

102

25.5

8

2.0

The most

otal

400

RS ,..y

100.0

-·-----·-··--··------~--

Table 5.14 indicates that copy text has a moderate effect on the
respondents' buying decision or accounted for 38.5 percent, followed by 27.5 and 25
percent of the respondents who think that has respectively a little and a great effects
on their buying decision. However, 6. 5 percent of the respondents think that copy text
has no effect on their buying decision. Meanwhile, there are only 20 percent of the
respondents who think that copy text has the most effect on their buying decision.
Copy text has a moderate effect on the respondents' buying decision. It
indicates that copy text cannot help the respondent make their buying decision.
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Table 5.15: EITect of product feature on the respondents' buying deci sion
Group

---- -

·-

Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

None

12

3.0

A little

10

2.5

Medium

64

16.0

A great deal

178

44.5

The most

136

34.0

Recognition

fotal

400

E

100.0

As shown in table 5.15, the highest number (44.5 percent) of the
respondent think that product feature has a great effect on their buying decision
whereas 34 percent of the respondents think that product feature has the most effect on
their buying decision. Additionally, 16 percent of the respondents think that product
feature has a moderate effect on their buying decision . However, there are 3 percent of
the respondents who think that produce feature has no effect on there buying decision
Marketers and advertisers should use product feature as the selling
point because it has a great effect on the respondents' buying decision.
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Table 5.16: Effect of product brand on the respondents' buying decision

r---~~~-G~r_o_u_p-~~~~·rN-•_•_m_b_e_r_o_r_R~es_p_o_n_d_e_n_ts-+-~~P-e-rc_e_n_t_(-Yo-)~---;
0

rR~cognition
None

14

3.5

A little

10

2.5

Medium

114

28.5

A great deal

206

51.5

The most

56

14.0

400

100.0

~

Table 5.16 indicates that 5 l.5 percent of the respondents think that
brand has a great effect on their buying decision whereas 28. 5 percent, 14 percent and
9.5 percent of the respondents think that brand has respectively a moderate, the most
and a little effects on their buying decision. Finally, there are only 3.5 percent of the
total respondents who think that brand has no effect on their buying decision.
Product brand is also an important factor for the respondents to make
their buying decision. Brand recognition is one crncial point to be considered in the
first place if the business owner wants to adve11ise their products on the Internet..
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Table' S.17: Effect of advertising picture on the respondents' buying decision
Group

Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

None

20

5.0

A little

52

13.0

Medium

136

34.0

A great deal

152

38.0

The most

40

10.0

Recognition

RS

400

fotal

100.0

-

· -----L·-~--~-

From table 5.17, the large number (38 percent) of the respondents
thinks that picture has a g reat effect o n their buyi ng decision, followed by 34 percent
of the respondents who think that the picture has a moderate effect on their buying
decis ion. Meanwhile, 13 percent and 10 percent of the respondents respectively think
that piGture has a little and the most effects on their buying decision. The rest of the
respondents (5 percent) think that the picture has no effect on their buying decision.
Advertising picture has a g reat effect on the respondents' buying
decision. Hence, advertisers should design fascinating advertising picture to allure the
respondents to buy the product.
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Table 5.18: Effect of advertising animation on the respondents' buying decision

Group

Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

None

36

9.0

A little

80

20.0

Medium

188

47.0

A g reat deal

68

17.0

The most

28

7.0

Recognition

'otal

~

400

s

100.0

-----·--·- --

As shown in table 5.18, the animation has a moderate effect on the
rei:;pondents' buying decision or accounted for 47 percent. Meanwhile, 20 percent and

17 percent of the respondents respectively think that the animation has a little and a
great effects on their buying decision. There are only 9 percent of total respondents
who think that the animation has no effect on their buying decision.
Adve11ising animation can moderately effect the respondents' buying
decision. It implies that animation is unnecessary component of the on line advertising.
Without animation, the respondents can also make their buying decision.
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Table 5.19: Effect of Web site on the respondents' buying decision
Number of Respondents

Percent(%)

None

98

24.5

A little

112

28.0

Medium

120

30.0

A great deal

54

13 .5

16

4.0

Group

Recognition

400

ER I

100.0

Table 5.19 shows that 30 percent of the respondents think that the web
site has a moderate effect on their buying decision, followed by 28 percent of the
respondents who think that the web site has a little effect on their buying decisio n.
Meanwhile, 24.5 percent of the respondents think that the web site has no effect on
their buying deci sion. There are only J 3 .5 percent and 4 percent of the respondents
who respectively think that the web site has a great and the most effects on their
buying decision.
Web site also has a moderate effect on the respondents' buying
decision. Marketers or Advertisers are unn ecessary to advertise their products on
popular web site because it cannot effect the buying decision of the respondents.
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Table 5.20: Product category of adve11isement in which has the most effect on the
respondents' buying decision.

Group
- - - · -- - - --

Recognition

Number of Respondents
-

Percent(%1)

- - i -- - - - -- - - -·

clothing

30

7.5

accessories

8

2.0

cosmetics

28

7.0

books

68

17.0

36

9.0

sports equipment

14

3. 5

electrical equipment

46

] 1.5

car and car accessories

32

8.0

stationery

14

3.5

telecommunication equipment

11 2

28.0

12

3.0

ER

foods

others

otal

~

400

*

*

J

_ _1_00_.o ____ __

As demonstrated in table 5 .20, telecommunication equipment
advertised via the Internet has the most effect (28 percent) on the respondents' buying
decision, followed by books, electrical, equipment and foods or are accounted for 17
percent, 11.5 percent and 9 percent respectively. Construction equipment advertised
via the Internet has no effect on the respondents' buying decision.
Telecommunication equipment,

books and

electrical

equipment

advertised via the Internet have the most effect on the respondents ' buying decision.
Meanwhile, construction equipment advertised via the Internet has no effect on the

IOI

respondents' buying det.;ision. It implies that Internet advertising does not
effectively with products of every category.

Hence, the business owners should

determine whether their product should be advertised via Internet or otherwise.
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Table 5.21 : The information from the Internet's advertisement in support of the

l

respondents' buying decision

Group

Number .;f'ReSiWndents

Per·cent(%)

None

16

4.0

A little

52

13.0

Medium

190

47.5

A great deal

120

30.0

The most

22

otal

400

-

Recognition

- - - - - -·--

ER /

5.5
100.0

- - -·-··--···-···-·---·-·-····-·-------·---'---- - - -··- - --

~

From table 5.21, information from advertising via the Internet is
helpful to the respondents' buying decision in a moderate level or accounted for 47.5
percent. Meanwhile, 30 percent and 5.5 of the respondents think that the information
from the Internet advertisement is helpful to their buying decision in a great level and
the most level respectively. However, there are 13 percent of the respondent s who
think that information from the Internet advertisement is helpful to t heir buying
decision in a little level whilst 4 percent of the respondents think that information
from the Internet advertisement is not helpful to their buying decision.
Information from advertising seems to have provided a great help to
the respondents in making their buying decision. Marketers and advertisers who want
to benefit from Internet advertising should focus on the impmtant components of
advertising that have a great effect on the respondents' buying decision .
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5.3 Hypothesis Testing
In this research, there are twelve hypotheses to be tested . Independent
Sample T-Test and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) were applied to determine the
difference in buying decision of the respondents when segmented by demographic
factors. Moreover, Simple Correlation Coefficient was utilized to test the relationship
between advertising components and the respondents' buying decision.

Hypothesis

!

Hl 0 : There is no relationship between Presenter and buying decision of Internet users.

Hla: There is a relationship between Presenter and buying decision oflnternet users.
T;tblc 5.22 : The Correlation Analysis of presenter and buying decision by using
Pearson Co1Telation.
Corrclutions
How much do you think

tho informalion from
advc11i~ing

via the

Presenter ha."i more or

lntcmct helps: you in
your buying decision?
I low much do you think Ou: in fom1atioo
from advertising Vla the Jnl crnct help~
you

in

your buyi ng cle<:i~on'!

l'r<'.."Jcntcr ha.., more or !cs$ dfoct ou
your buy ing dccisimt?

PeaJ'S(}n L'orrclatton

1.000

Sis. (2·laiJ"!)
N
Pci\1"5011

Sig. (2· t;uJc<l)
N

.239'
.000

400

Correlation

buying dcctsion?

.239'..

400
1.000

.000
~00

·100

••. <:on-.J latiun is significant at lhe 0.0 I lc\'d { z~t:\iJ i:d).

This hypothesis was analyzed by using Correlation Analysis to
determine the relationship between presenter and buying decision. The Pearson
Correlation in table 5.22 reports that there is a statistically significant difference in
correlati on between presenter and buying decision with a two-tailed significance of

.000 which is Jess than 0.1 (.000<. 01). Accordingly, the null hypothesis is rejected
which means that there is a relationship between presenter and buying decision at the
.0 l level of significance .
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For Pearson Correlation at the .239, it means that 1-'resenter and buying
decision have a positive relationship at .239 or 23.9 percentage.

Hypothesis 2
H2 0 : There 1s no relationship between Copy Text and buying decision of Internet
users.

H2a: There is a relationship between Copy Text and buying decision oflnternet users.
Table 5.23: The Correlation Analysis of copy text and buying decision by using
Pearson Correlation.

s
J-1 ow much do you think
the infommtion from
advc1ti~ing

---

via lhc

Copy Text has more

lnlcmct helps you ln

or less cffcc1 on your

your buying clccision?

buying de{'.ision?

~~-·-------·--·------·-·-·
---li-o·------~-------1
~~l1W much do you 1hink the lnfonuatlon
Pcar::.cm Co1rnlatim1
1.0{)0

from "dvcrtisi.ng vj3 the I nlcrnct hdps
you in yo1u- buyin[l <lcl:i::.ion''

.oou
N

~-----------------·--.-

Copy Text ha!,; more or Jc~

clit~ct

on

.359"'

Pcarsc.n Ct..,rrdalirm

ymu· hu}ing <lccisio11?

...

400

~00

>----------+-------~

.3.:l9**

1.000

.UOO
N

-100

*"'. Correlation is slgnifican< i\t the 0.0 ! level (.2-lallcd).

The Pearson Correlation Analysis in table 5.23 indicates that there is a
statistically significant difference in correlation between copy text and buying
decision with a two-tailed significance of .000 that is less than 0.01 (.000< .01 ).
Accordingly, the null hypothesis is rejected which means that there is a relationship
between copy text and buying decision.
For Pearson Cotrelation at the .359, this means that copy text and
buying decision have a positive relationship at .359 or 35.9 percentage.
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Hypothesis 3
H3 0 : There is no relationship between Qualification of Product and buying decision of
Internet users.

H3a: There is a relationship between Qualification of Product and buying decision of
internet users.
Table 2.4 The Correlation Analysis of qualification of product and buying decision by
using Pearson Correlation.

How much do you think
1h~

infommtion from

advertising via lhc
lnlcrnct hdps you i11
your buying <lcci~ion?
How much rlo you think the lnfom1a11on

rc;u-::oon Con-cl;\tion

k:-~

cffccl on your

buying clt!ci!lion?

1.000

from advcrti&mg via the [nh:mc..:I hdp~

you 111 your buying decision'!'

Qualificalion of
Producl ha." mcm~ or

llflO
N

400
1.00(}

k~-;

cffecl on your buying dccis.ion?

Sig. (2-Lailcd)

.wo

N

·100

..,., , Gorrclalion is ::ig:l\lfl.canl at the 0.0 l kvd (2-tallcd).

The null hypothesis 3(H3 0 ) states that there is no relationship between
qualification of product and buying decision of Internet users. The Pearson
Correlation analysis in table 5 .24 reports that there is a statistically signi fie ant
difference in correlation between qualification of product and buying decision with a
two-tailed significance of .000 which is less than .01(.000<. 01). Accordingly, the null
hypothesis is rejected which means that there is a difference in effect of advertising on
buying decision when segmented by income levels at the .0 l level of significance.
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Hypothesis 4

H4 0 : There is no relationship between Brand and buying decision oflnternet users.
H4a: There is a relationship between Brand and buying decision oflnternet users.
Table 5.25 The Correlation Analysis of brand and buying decision by using Pearson
Correlation
Correlations

Ilow much do you think

lhe informoti-On from
advertising via the

Jlr30d of Product hi\..'S

Internet helps you in

more <n Jt--ss effect on

your buying decision?
How much do you think the infonnarion

from advertising via the lnfcmcl help:i;.
you in your buying dcci.'iion'!

rr:ru-son Corrtlilti<m

LOIX>

Sig. (2·t.ilcd)
N

.C•OO

400

~

•100

~· ·~~--~~~~~~~~~~~t--~--~~~-t-~--~~-~-

Ur.ind of Product has more or kss

Pcar~on Con-cla1iCJn

effect on your b\lying decision?

.257**

l.000

.000

N

400

""*. Correlation is ~iguificant ;it the 0.0 I kvcl (2·taill.'.:c1)

·lOO

-

The Correlation Analysis was utilized to find out the correlation
between brand and buying decision
The Pearson Correlation Analysis in table 5.25 indicates that there is a
stati stically significant difference in correlation between brand and buying decision
with a two-tailed significance of .000 that is less than .01 (.000< .01). Accordingly,
the null hypothesis is rejected which means that there is a relationship between brand
and buying decision.
For Pearson Correlation at the .257, it means that brand and buying
decision have a positive relationship at .257 or 25. 7 percentage.

]07

Hypothesis 5
H50 : There is no relationship between Picture and buying decision of Internet users.

H5a: There is a relationship between Picture and buying decision oflnternet users.
Table 5.26: The Correlation Analysis of picture and buying decision by using Pearson
Correlation
Corrclollon~

I Iow much do you think

the infonnation from

How much do you 1hink the iJtformation

Pcanon Corrcl~tion

from :ldvc11ising vfa llH.~ lntcnu;t helps

Sig. (2-tnilcd)

ynu m ynur buying rkc1~ion?
Pic1ure (Ill Advcrlising has mot~ or less

N
l,~:\J"son

Picture on Advertising

advertising \'1a the

has more or less

lntcnwt helps yuu m

effect on your buying

your buyi.ng decision?

decision?

1.000

.000
·100

Corrcll'llion

Sig. (2·tnilocl)

1.(100

.000

.... Con~l:thQn i5 ~tg;uficant <\I lhc (101 Jevc) (2·t:Ulcd).

-

The Pearson Correlation analysis in table 5.26 shows that there is a
statistically significant difference in correlation between picture and buying decision
with a two-tail ed significance of .000 which is less than .0 I (.000<. 01 ). Accordingly,
null hypothesis is rejected which means that there is a relationship between picture
and buying decision.
For the Pearson Correlation at the .275, it means that picture and
buying decision have a positive correlation at.275 or 27.5 percentage.
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Hypothesis 6
H60 : There 1s no relationship between Animation and buying decision of Internet
users.

H6a: There is a relationship between Animation and buying decision oflnternet users.
Table 5.27: The Correlation Analysis of animation and buying decision by using
Pearson Correlation
Corrtlntions

How moch do you think

..

~'"

the infonnation from
3dvcr1ising via ~ht.

lnlernel helps you in
your bU}~ng decision?

Ammal!on of

..

~·~~~~~-~~~~--1--~----~~

I low much d<.' you thmk the lnfoml:i.tillll

frVnl i\dVtfh"'i0£ vla the !ntcmcl hdps
you ln you,- buy\ng decision'!

rt:m:on Con·d~11ton

Sig. (2-i:Ulod)
N

- - - -- - - - --- - -- -·t--Anjma.tio11 of Advertising ha.-. me.re or

l.O<m

Advertising has m ore

orks:s effect on your
buying decision?

~--~~~~
.00!

·lllO

Pean.on Corrclalion

1.000
.OOl

N

·IOO

~00

.... Con~lation 1ss1gmf'icant :11lhc0.01 le\•cl (2··1allcd).

This hypothesis was analyzed by using con-elation Analysis to
determine the relationship between animation and buying decision. The Pearson
Correlation in table 5.27 reports that there is a statistically significant difference in
correlation between animation and buying decision with a two-tailed significance of

.001 which is less than .01 (.001< .01). Accordingly, the null hypothesis is rejected
which means that there is a relationship between presenter and buying decision at the
.01 level of significance.

For Pearson CoITelation at the .164, it means that animation and buying
decision have a positive relationship at _164 or 16.4 percentage.
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Hypothesis 7

H7o: There is no relationship between Web Site and buying decision of Internet users.
H7a: There is a relationship between Web Site and buying decision oflnternet users.
Table 5.28: The Correlation Analysis of web site and buying decision by using
Pearson Correlation

Corre Int ions

How much do you think
the

How much do you think the informa1ion

infomi;~lion

from

adver1islng via the

Web site has more or

lnlt:met helps you in

less effect on your

your buying rlcci~ion?

buying dccislon'!

Pearson Corrclalion

1.000

from advc1tising via the Jntcmct helps

.<IOU

you in your buying decision'!
400

Web site has more or less cffccl on your
buying decision?

.292"~

.292'**
Sig. (2·-tailcd)

.000

N

400

**. Corrdation is signllicanl at Lhc 0.01 kvd (2-ta.ilcd).

.1110
1.000

4110

The Pearson Correlation Analysis in table 5.2228 indicates that there is
a statistically significant difference in correlation between web site and buyirig
decision with a two-tailed significance of .000 that is less than .01(.000< 01).
Accordingly, the null hypothesis is rejected which means that there is a relationship
between web site and buying decision.

1&tl'il

For Pearson Correlation at the .292, it means that web site and buying
decision have a positive relationship .292 or 29.2 percentage.
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Hypothesis 8
H8o: There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by gender.

H8a: There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet users
upon segment gender.
Table 5.29: Independent Sample T-Test for gender and effect of advertising on
buying decision
lndcptnd•nt Snmplu Tut
cvcnc's Tesl for Equality (I
Variance.\
---·-~-----I-·-·--~-

HC!il for Eq uality of Mc:ans

- -- -

-- . . -----··- ...~·-·-% Confidence Jnh.:rval of l

l)iff1:rcncc

Sig.
11 uw much can you n:cognl Eqn:i.l variances a..~s

of the :uJvcrti$cmc:nt via th~ Equal variances not

.002

.966

ig.
-. 20!

·.203

(2~tailcd} can Diffcrtn~

. En·or Diffotcn

_i."_'~~~[
·-· ~;;,;~.---·-

398

.84 l

· 2.16E·02

. II

· .23

.19

342. !88

.839

· 2.16E·U2

.J l

· .?.3

.19

Table 5 .29 illustrates the results of the Independent Sample T-Tcst to
determine the differences in effect of advertising on buying decision between male
and female. It shows that there is no statistically significant in effect of advertising on
buying decision between male and female with a two-tailed significance of .841 th at is
higher than .05(.841> .05). Consequently, the null hypothesis (H8 0 ) fail s to reject
which means that there is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision
when segmented by gender at the .05 level of significance.
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Hypothesis 9
H90 : There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of internet
users upon segment by age levels.
I-19:,: There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet users
upon segment by age levels.

Table 5.30: Analysis of Variance for age levels and effect of advertising on buying
decision.
,\NOVA

Ilow much do you think th.i: in format.toll fr('Jm a<lv1.rtllling via the lnrem<:t helps you in your buymg dL"<:ision'!
Sura of Squ<:.rc~
Between Groups

<If

Mean Sq"""'

.uso

1.120

Within Groups

303.520

)9~

Tot;tl

308.000

)!>9

Sig .
1.4YI

.21·1

768

.....-

J\

This hypothesis was analyzed by usmg the Analysis of Variance
(ANOV A) to compare five different levels of age groups in effect of advertis ing on
buying decision. As shown in table 5.30, a two-tailed significance of .2 I 4 is higher
than .05 ( .2 14> .05), the null hypothesis fails to reject. Therefore, it can be concluded
that there is no statistically significant difference in effect of advertising on buying
decision when segmented by age levels.
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Hypothesis 10
H 100 : There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by education levels.
Hl 03 : There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by education levels.

Table 5.31: Analysis of Variance for education levels and effect of advertising on
buying decision.
ANOVA

How much <lo you think 1hc informntion from advt1'rtising 'Illa the hi~crncl helps you in y-0ur buying decision?
Sum of Squares
lk.lwcm·'I Groups

Mean Square

df

?..601

Jfl.~28

Within Groups

297Sl2

395

Tolal

308.000

399

Sig.
3.461

009

.753

The Analysis of Variance (ANO VA) in table 5.31 indicates that there is
a statistically significant difference in effect of advertising on buying decision when
segmented by education levels. A two-tailed significance at .009 which is less than .05
(.009 < .05) illustrates that the null hypothesis is rejected which means that there is a
statistically significant different in effect of advertising on buying decision when
segmented by education levels at the .05 level of significance.
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Hypothesis 11
H 11 0 : There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of ]nternet
users upon segment by occupations.
H 1 la· There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by occupations.
Table 5.32: Analysis of Variance for occupations and effect of advertising on buying
decision
ANOVA

How much do you think lhc infotmation ff<lm advcrtisin.s via the lntcmet hdps you in your buying decision?

Sum -l'f" Square~

df

6A53
W~!hin

Tol:-tl

ti rnups

Sig.

Mean Square
1.291

301.547

394

308.000

399

1.686

.IJ7

.765

In this hypothesis testing, the null hypothesis (H9 0 ) states that there is
no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet users when
segmented by occupations. The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was utilized to
compare six different groups of occupations in effect of advertising on buying
decision. Table 5.32 indicates that there is no statistically significant difference in
effect of advertising on buying decision with a two-tailed significance at .137 that is
higher than .05 (.137 > .05). Consequently, the null hypothesis fails to reject which
means that there is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision when
segmented by occupations at the .05 level of significance.
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Hypothesis 12

HJ 20 : There is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Jnternet
users upon segment by income levels.

l-ll 2a: There is a difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet
users upon segment by income levels.
Table 5.33: Analysis of Variance for income levels and effect of advertising on

buying decision.
ANOVA
Ilow much <lo ycru thjnk the inf01mation from advcrtiSlnft vi3 the lnlcm et helps you in y our buymg decision?
Swn of Squ;u-c:s
lklwccn Groups

Within Groups
Toi;~

I~
I"'-

Mean Square

elf

27.'.126

(•

4.554

280.67·1

393

.7 14

3Q8.000

399

I'

Sig .
.000

6.3 77

.....

~

Table 5.33 illustrates the results of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
to determine the difference in effect of advertising on buying decision when
segmented by income levels. It shows that there is a statistically significant difference
in effect of adve1iising on buying decision when segmented by income levels. A twotailed significance at .000 is less than .05 (.000 < .05). Accordingly, the null
hypothesis is rejected w hi ch means that there is a difference in effect of advertising on
buying decision when segmented by income levels at the .05 level of significance.
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'!:'able 5.34 : Summary of Hypotheses Testing

Null Hypothesis

Hypotheses

There is no relationship between

Hlo

Significance

Results

0.000

Reject Hl o

0.000

Reject H2o

0.000

Reject H3o

Presenter and buying decision of
Internet users
H2o

There is no relationship between Copy
Text and buying decision oflnternet
users.

r:u

.

H3o

There is no relationship between

}\
~

Qualification of Product and buying

~

decision oflnternet users.

----- --

.

H4o

There is no relationship between Brand

Reject H4o

0.000

and buying decision oflnternet users
H5o

There is no relationship between Picture

0.000

and buying decision of Internet users.
H6o

There is no relationship between
Animation and buying decision of
Internet users.

H7o

,_
,_
' ~ ~...

0.00 1

'~~'~ I ~~

There is no relationship between Web

Reject H5o

Reject H.60

GI

0.000

Reject H7o

0.841

Accept H8o

Site and buying decision oflnternet
users.
H8o

There is no difference in effect of
advertising on buying decision of
Internet users when segment by gend er.

.
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H9o

There is no difference in

effc~t

of

Au0.214

Accept H9o

0.009

Reject HlOo

0.137

Accept H 11.o

advertising on buying decision of
Internet users when segment by age
levels.

HlOo

There is no difference in effect of
advertising on buying decision of
Internet users when segment by
education levels.
:'.:I

Hl lo

There is no difference in effect of

'

advertising on buying decision of

~

Internet users when segment by

.;:
'

occupations.

Hl2o

There is no difference in effect of

;:\

~
- - -- - -

Reject H12o

0.000

adve1tising on buying deci sion of
Internet users when segment by income

•

levels.
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Chapter VI
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter contains the summary of analysis results, findings of
collected data, awareness of the influence of advertising on the Internet on buying
decision, all demographic characteristics of the respondents, and hypotheses testing
Subsequently, conclusions were drawn based on these results and implications of the
study for practitioners. Finally, the last section contains recommendations and
suggestions for future research.
6.1 Summary of Findings

\\JERS/

Based on the data of 400 respondents collected from the survey, most
of them are females (61%) of ages between 18 years - 25 years (53.5 %). With regard
to education of the respondents, the highest numbers of the respondents are university

graduates holding Bachelor' Degree (62.5%).

-

As to the occupation of all the respondents, the findings show that the
highest numbers of the respondents are corporate employees (3 7%) with the range of
income between Baht 5,000 - 10,000.
Moreover, the analysis results shows that a large number of the
respondents(%) can recognize presenter, copy text, product features/qualification, and
animation in moderate level whereas some of the respondents(%) can recognize brand
and picture in a great level.
With regard to effect of components of adve1iising on buying decision,
product features/qualification, brand and picture shows the great effect (%)on buying
decision of the respondents. Whereas presenter, copy text, animation and web site
have a moderate effect(%) on buying decision of the respondents. Telecommunication
equipment is the advertising via the Internet that has the most effect (accounted for
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28%) on the respondents buying decision. Finally, information from advertising via
the Internet is helpful to support the respondents' buying decision in a moderate level
(47.5%).

Hypotheses Testing
From the analysis of hypothesis on (Hl 0 ), it can be concluded that there
is a relationship between presenter and buying decision oflntemet users.

In the second hypothesis (H2 0) testing, it was found that there is a
relationship between copy text and buying decision oflntemet users.
From the Pearson Correlation in Hypothesis3 (I-Bo), the null hypothesis

1s

rejected.

This

means

that

there

1s

a

relationship

between

product

feature/qualification and buying decision of Internet users.
According to the analysis of Hypothesis4 (H4o), it can be concluded
that there is a relationship between brand and buying decision of Internet users.
Regarding the null Hypothesis5 (I-15 0) , it is evident from the findings
that there is a relationship between picture and buying decision oflnternet users.
From the analysis of hypothesis on (H60 ), it can be concluded that there
is a relationship between animation and buying decision oflnternet users .
In the seventh hypothesis (H70 ) testing, it was found that there is a
relationship between web site and buying decision of Internet users.
The findings of hypothesisl (Hl 0 ) to hypothesis7 (H7o) are supported
by Reynolds and Whitlark (1995) of which stated that advertising would directly
affect the consumer as well as supported by Ganzach and Mazursky ( 1995) which
showed that the consumer purchasing decision could be made after product
information (adve1iising) has been acquired. Moreover, the findings are consistent
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with the study of Khongsawatkiat ( 1999) of which mentioned that there are effects

~f

adverti sing to consumer's decision-making
According to the analysis of hypothesis 8 (H8 0) and Hypothesis9 (H9o),
it can be concluded that there is no difference in effect of advertising on buying
decision oflnternet users when segmented by gender and age levels.
Theoretically, Wells Burnet &

Moriarty (1992) mentioned that

individual characteristic strongly influenced the way of thinking, deciding and
behaving of consumers. This statement can uphold the analysi s revealed

in

hypothesis 10 (H 100 ) which it was found that there is a difference in effect of
advertising on buying decision oflnternet users when segmented by education levels.
In addition, the analysis of the eleventh hypothesis (H 11 o) indicates
that there is no difference in effect of advertising on buying decision of lnternet users

-

when segmented by occupations.

Kotler ( 1994) mentioned that those personal factors or demographic
factors such as age, income levels, occupations, etc are influentiai factors on the
consumer behavior. This evidence is consistent with the findings of the analysis in
hypothesis 12 (H 120 ), which revealed that there is a statistically significant difference
in effect of advertising on buying decision of Internet users when segr11ented by
income levels.
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6.2 Conclusion
1. Influence of the Internet Advertising on the respondents' purchasing decisions
The empirical research found that the majority of respondents
recognized, at the most significant level, the product brands and illustrated pictures.
While at the same time, they could recognize the presenter, product feature, copy text,
and animation at the moderate level. The least recognition was on web site, which
represented the least impact on the respondents' purchasing decisions.

This

conclusive finding indicates that the product brand and illustrated pictures are more
recognizable to the respondents than other channels e.g. presenter, copy text,
animation, and web site.

2. Effect of the Internet Advertising's components on the respondents'
purchasing decisions
This empirical research found that the product features/qua lification,
product brand and advertising pictures had the greatest effect on the respondents'
purchasing decisions. That is to say, the majority of respondents took account of
product features/qualification, product brand and advertising pictures as the decisive
factors whether to buy which brand or product.

On the other hand, they regarded the

presenter having the little effect on their decision when they purchase via Internet.

3. Hypotheses Testing
Refer to the analysis on hypotheses 1-7, it showed the relationship
between presenter, copy text, product feature, brand, picture, animation as well as web
site and purchasing decisions of Internet users. It indicates that Internet advertising by
the presenter, copy text, product feature, brand, animation and web site are the
effective channels in persuading the consumers to buy via Internet.

] 21

Refer to the analysis of hypotheses 8-9, it showed no difference of
advertising effect on the Internet users' purchasing decisions at different ages and
genders. As a result, it indicates that the different ages and genders are not influential
in the consumers' purchasing decisions.
Refer to the analysis of hypothesis 10, it showed the difference of
advertising effect on the Internet users ' purchasing decisions at different education
levels.

On the contrary, the analysis of hypothesis 11 showed no difference of

advertising effect on the Internet users' purchasing decision at different occupations.
Refer to the analysis of hypothesis 12, it showed the difference of
advertising effect on the Internet users' purchasing decisions at different income
levels.

Those in the lower income bracket shall be concerned with making decision

that ensure the good buy more than the higher income earner.
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6.3 RECOMMENDATION
1. Since the adveitising on lnternet is a type of publicity where the message can be

reached only and when the Internet users opt for checking out that certain
adve1tisement. So, it is prerequisite for a product owner to make the advertisement
attract the attention of and draw the curiosity of the audience as well as to make the
advertisement easy for the audience's recognition. Moreover, the advertisement must
be constantly adapted to real-time information aiming at message novelty and value
that attract the audience to click on.
2. From the findings of this research, it 1s noted that the products' categories
affecting the consumers' buying decision are Telecommunication Equipment and
Electrical Equipment.

Making the most of the research findings, the producers of

these products should adopt the adve1tising on the lnternet as an influential marketing
tool to boost sales and expand product distribution.

-

3. From the findings of this research, it shows that the advertising on the Internet has
moderate effect on the consumers' buying decision.

Anyhow, when look separately

into the details of various components of the advertising on the Internet, it can be seen
that product feature/qualification and brand greatly affect the consumers' decision in
buying products via Internet. Therefore, marketers and advertisers should emphasize
on product feature/qualification and brand to get hold of the most effectiveness of the
adve1tising on the Internet.
4. From the research results product feature and product brand are impOI1ant factors
for the respondents to make their buying decision. Marketers and advertisers should
use product as the selling point while consider brand recognition as a crncial point if

they wani to advertise their products on the Internet. ln addition, advertising picture
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should be design fascinately t::: allure the respondents to buy the product hence
adve1tising picture also has a great effect on the respondents' buying decision.
5. In the other hand, presenter and copy text that have moderate effect on the
respondents' buying decision implies needlessness for marketers and advertisers to
focus on them. Because they can not attract the attention of the respondents and can
not help the respondents make their buying decision. Moreover, marketers and
advettisers are unnecessary to advise their products on popular web site because it has
only moderare effect on the respondents' buying decision.
6. Based on research results, it found that there is a difference in effect of advertising
on buying decision of Internet users when segmented by education levels and income
levels. This finding is benefi cial for marketers making target marketing or developing
marketing strategy that can satisfy the different need of each group of the respondents.
However, in order to develop effective and efficient marketing strategy, further
research investigations are required . The research that focuses on personnel
information of the respondents can give more detail of the respondents' buying
decision.
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6.3 Future Study
ln the researcher's point of view, further study should be conducted in
following areas:
I . The target group of advertising medium on Internet especially on demographics,
lifestyle and various interests, which will be handy to map out effective publicity on
Internet in Thailand as well as to understand the reality of the target group e.g. Who
they are and what are their characteristics
2. The attitude of audience toward Internet advertisement, this typical study will

generate suppo1tive information for the decision making of product owners and/or
servi ce providers who are going to have their products or services advertised via
internet.
3. The study of target group should include not only the population in Bangkok
f\tfotropolis, but must also the Internet Users in provincial areas.

Potentially, the

provincial Internet users maybe meaningful target to which the product owners and/or
service providers are aspiring to gain access. Hence, the study on the target group,
which also covers provincial population, will enable to identify research output in
clearer and more accurate manners.
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APPENDIX A : QUESTIONNAIRE

.-··'

__ ... ·

Ouestionnai re
The Influence of Advertising on the Internet on Buying Decision of
Internet Users.

Instruction on this questionnaire
Your answers from this questionnaire will be used for doing this thesis
only, not for other work.
Have you ever used the Internet?
O no (the end of responding)

OYes

~\
Part 2 Awareness of the Influence of Advertising on the Internet on Buying
Decision
1. When you have to look at/listen to/read the advertising via the Internet, how much

can you recognize and which components of the advertisement via the Internet.
The components of Advertising on

The

A

the Internet

Least

Little

Medium

A great TThe Most
deal

Presenter
cl~~-

-·

Words

~Cf,

-

-'

;,,.,

-

-~

~-------·

'"

~-

u

~
~

Product of Qualification
Brand

---

--~-·---·-

--~

Picture
Animation
Web site firm
-

2. From the Components of Adve1tising, what effect each component has on your
buying decision?

The components of Advertising on

The

A

the Internet

Least

little

1r

'

Medium

A great

The most

deal

Presenter
Words
-

Qualification of Product

"\

-

Brands
-

Picture
- - -·--·-

--

I

~

animation
·- ···

\,>--

Web site firm

..--

3.

·-

i~

~

L

··-

Which advertising via the internet affects you most in your buying decision
(choose one choice)
.. .. ... .. clothing
.... . ....

cosmetics

......... foods

. ...... ...

accessories

. ...... ... books

°" °"
fl1iiil'el
. ... .. ....

sports equipment

Electrical equipment
car and car accessories
stationery

. .. telecommunication equipment

construction equipment
. . . . . . . . . . . others, please specify ... ... ... .

4. How much do you think the infor;nation from advertising via the Internet helps
you in your buying decision?
.. . ....... None

A little

........... medium

A great deal

... . .. . ..... the most

Part l_Personal Information
I. Gender

Q

male

0

female

2. Age
o

18 -·- 25 years old

o

26 - 30 years old

o

31 -· 35 years old

o

36 - 40 years old

o

41 - 45 years old

3. Education
o

lower than secondary/ high school

o

secondary/ high school

o

ce11ificate/ diploma

o

bachelor's degree

o

master's degree

o

higher than master's degree

4. Occupation
o

student

o

civil service officer

o

state enterprise officer

o

private company employee

o own business

a other (pleasspecify ... ... ............... ...................................... )

5. Income per month

o

Less than 5,000 baht

D

5,000 - }0,000 baht

D

10,00] - 15,000 baht

o

15,001 - 20,000 baht

D

20,001 ·- 25,000 baht

o

25,001 - 30,000 baht

o more than 30,000 baht
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APPENDIX B : RELIABI1'Y ANAL.Y SIS

SL Gabriefs Library, Au

Reliability
****** MeLhod I (space saver) will be used for this analysis******

RELIABILITY AN ALYS IS - SC ALE (ALPHA)

RcliabiliLy Coefficients

N of Cases ""

Alpha ==

30.0

.8077

N ofltems"" 14

~~\'J ERS1ry
0
APPENDIX C : DISCR.IPTIVE ANAL VS.IS

~S'
~~ *
-...)

Frequencies
Suitist ics

I

~

~'

I

gender of respor.dcr.t

\"~d
Missing

!3

.100

o

I

gender of respondent

Frequency

male

156

Percent

Valid Percent

24·1

61.0

Total

40C

100.0

*

,,. I

39.0

female

j Cumulative Percent

I

61.0

100.0

~

ONv11'1\\\. '>

~

.......

39.0
100.0

Frequencies

~~
;j

*

~ss

'l

.Stali!>ttic~

age of rcsp(1ndcnt

~--r.
~

::0000
G

Valid

'

()+

~
~

;i...fo,sing

~~

age of r~~ pondnnt

I

Frequency

Valid

l 8·2S years o!d

Vfilid

Percent

P-.-:rc~n1

53.5

21·1

26·30 years old

118

29.5

29 5

34

8.5

36-40 ye"" old

16

4.0

Tot"1

*

18
400

Cu..-nulative Pcrccn!

53.5

31·35 years old

41-45 yea.rs old

--·

53.5
~~

8.5

91.5

4.0

~

95.5

4.5

4.5

100.0

:oo.o

-::
7

I

ONt11 '"\\\. ~

83.0

I)

100.0

Frequencies
Slatistics

cducotion of rcspondtnt
N

~

\°?Jid

400

Missi~s

*

education &f respondent

Frequency
Valic

Percent

S<condazy•rush school

10

certificotei<iiplomo

: .5

5.0

~o

~.o

Bac::helor'~ dc~c::

~50

62.j

:'-·fastcr'l' degree

114

28.5

higher than masters degnic
Toto!

6
400

I

Ii

Curnulabve Percent

Vl.11d Pcl"\':cn1

2.5

1.5
100.0

5~.S

I

2S.5

I

1.5

2.5
7,5

I

II ~
I

:oo.o

I

~

_,

OJVtt1 \'1\\\.

~

l

J

70.0

98.5
100.0

Frequencies

Statistics

occupation of respondent

~~

*

~

\\

I

Valid

occupation o ( respondent

Percent

Frequency

Valid

srudont

138

ch-il si:l"\i~c o ~ficcr
<;iJ~c

400

Missing

84

cnterynsc .)ffo::tr

pr.vai.e company cmrloyce

1r.s

I

34.5

I

21.:i

2 ~ .0

!

37.0

!

LS

I
II

!-5
37.0

i2

ou'icrs

12

).0

II

;.o

•00

100.0

I

ICO.C

ONt11

3.u

'~\\\. ">t;::,

3.u

I

I
i~
j

O\.vn busin~5

Toto.ti

Cwnulative Percent

VolidPcrCC!lt
34.5

}.0

55.5
57.0

I~

940

II

:oo.o

'J

9;.o

Frequencies
S c ntiHi~s

;.ncomc ofrcspondt:nt
N

-ion

Valid
~-!issi..is

*

iri~ome

0

er rcsp ond~nl

less i1".3J\ 5.CJ()Q b:U11

5.000· I o.ooo hao1

I

?crtcnt

Frequency
Valid

50

iS6

I

12.5

~6.5

-1~.5

,,.h,

;o

!5,00 1·20,000 baht

)2

20.001·25,000 b aht

14

25,001· 30,000 baht

l~

mo'c than 30,000 bo.ht

38

9.5

.100

100.0

: 0.001· 1.1.000

focal

Valid Pcr<:<n1

!25

I
I

i 7.5

17.5

so

S.G

I

3.5

3.5

25

:.s

I

I

~ _,

OJVtt1 \'1\\\.

9.5
100.0

~

Cumulative Percent
)

I

:::i

12.5
59.0

~

76.5

f1l

01
J

~
;

84.5

ss.o
90.5
100.0

Frequencies

Sta.tisties
How much car. you r~cognizc Presenter of t..~e advertisement \;a. the rntcmet~

J
-

- -

I ~ V~d
MlSS!l\g

I

4~
0

How much tan you re:co~nize Presenter of th e 1'!.d'l.'erti,:ement v iu the Internet?

-

Frequency

nor.e

Valid

r

'

•

a bnlc

mcdi\.!m
a great deal

4~

Valid ?cre<nt

22.0

n .o

~ l.O

I

.t l.O

78

195

1

19.S

SS

26

Total

-100

I

6;

I

JOOO

6.5

:oo.o

~~

~

*

Cumulative Percent

I LO

11.J

16-1

most

'
~

Pt:rccm

ONt11 '"\\\.

.,,~

t 1.0

rn
:a
~

33.0
i4.')

93.5
100.0

Frequencies
St:ltisti;;::;;

IN

How m~ch can you recognize Copy tc:i::t of the ad'vcrtiscment \.ia L~e tntcrnct?

HT

V~d

·10~]

Missing

q

0

How much can you recognize Copy text of the advcr::iscment vin the Internet?

Frequency
ncno::

Vatid

Percent

aLirtk

102

medium

!72

a great ckai

Vahd P..::rccnt

u

34

I

Cumulative Percent

S.5

S.5

I

:::--"

25.5

25.5

43.0

43 0

~

S6

2L5

2LS

most

0

1.5

l.5

Tota\

400

!00.0

100.0

fni
;

I

~

~~

\:~

~*

3-l.0

----.:::::!

~

ONt11 '" \\\. "'><::>

77.0
98.5
100.0

Frequencies
Statistici

How much can )"QU rccogmzc Qualification of rroduc~ cf the ad'\'e;tiscmen~ ,.,a the lr.temc\''

Vruid

?.:

~00

~·Hssing

How much can you recognize Qualification of Produc1 o! the adnrtisemtnt \'ia th e Internet?

Frequency

none

Valid

7.0

28

alittk

i

Pcrcc:it

I
I

Valid Percent

Cumulati,·e Percent

7.0

7.0

:-P

IS.O

18.0

medium

160

40.0

.10.0

a gr.at deal

124

31.0

I

3!.0

l6

.i.c

I

4.0

i

100.0

72

most
Tola!

•

400

.

I

6S.O

5n

100.0

rn

I

I

100.0

~

~

'a~

~*

I
I

ONt11

'~\\\. ">t;::,

25.0

96.0

Frequencies
St~ti~tics

How much can you recogni7.c Brand or Product of tht advertisemcn1 via lhe lr.~emct?
Valid

400

~Hs~ing

(l

(1

How mo.ich tan you recogn ize Brand of Product oftht adwr1isemcnt Yin the Int ernet?

Percen1

Frequency
Valid

none

10

alittk

30

Valid rtrccnt

:.s

~.s

t.5

7.~

38.0

38.0

.10.0

~0.0

I

2.5

::::-'

I

medium

• great deal

152

l<-0

most

-18

Tot?j

-WO

I
I
I

II
i

I

ONt11

I
I

12.0

I

12.0

lOC.O

I

!OC.O

Cumulati\'e Pet"(ent

~

I

fif,
2o

10.0
48.0
88.0
100.0

Frequencies
Stati~iks

I

I

I q

Hew much ~:an yen.< recognize Pictur~ on the 3.d\\~rti~cr:vmt ...~~ 1Jv~ [ntcrnct~'

~

~

\:clid

\;1ssmg

How much

C:l!'l

400

a

you recognize Pi<::ture on the

Frequency
Valid

none

odvcrtl~~mcnt

Pcrccni

\'alid Percent

2.5

10

\"!a the Internet?

Cwnulativc Percent

2.5
I

a little

I

IS

4.5

rn-edium

130

32.5

32.5

a great deal

4.S

2.5

~

i.O

----.:::::!

170

J2.5

42.5

most

72

18.0

18.0

To:al

400

100.0

!DO.O

I

rn
I :a
~

-

v
ONt11 '" \\\. "'><::>

39.5
82.0
100.0

Frequencies
Statb.tics

How much can you rcce>gn1ze Animation oft.ic advertisement '-13 L.11.e lntemct'>
N

-·••~

Valid

~00

Missing

()

0

How much can you recoi;nizc Animation or th~ ndvcrtisemcnt \'ia the Internet'!

Frc,qucncy
Voed

Percent

none

14

a bttle

56

I
I

Cumulative Percent

VaHd Percent
3 .S

3.5

i4 .0

• ~ .o

17S

4.15

44.S

a gre;i;t deal

110

27..S

:?7.5

Total

4'

10 .S

IG.S

"00

100.0

100.0

~\

ffl
~q
...

~

~~

~*

Al'

3.S

11.S

~--==:-i

medium

most

:;:..--'

ONt11 '"\\\.

.,,~

62.0

89.S
100.0

Frequencies
Statistics
How much can you recognize \Veb site of the advertiscmen; .,.;a the Internet?
N

Valid

400

UJ
:""

()

Missing

Ci
~.;;;

How much can you recoeni1..e \Vcb site of the advertisement via the Internet?

Frequency
none

Valid

Percent

100

a tirJc

134

medium

I IS

a great deal

I
I

Valid P¢rceni

Cumufa.tive Percent

25.0

25.C

33.5

33.5

29.5

19.5

-,,,,

38

9.5

9.5

10

2.S

2.S

Tot~

40C

100.0

100.0

fi1
~q

~(

~\

~

~~

*

2S.O
58.5

~--==:-i

most

~

er
""'i

.,,~

ON1111"\\\.

88.0

9i.5
100.0

.......
rt:>
......

~"')..,;:

r

-·

.,r::r
~

~

>
~!

Frequencies
Slutistic.s

Prt.!~cnr.::r

1'<

h3.<> more or lcs$ cffct{ on your buymg decis ion?

Valid

400

Missing

~

*

0

Presenter hos more or less crfcc: on your buying decision?

Valid

none

I

Percent

Frequency

Valid Percent

Cumulati\'t Percent

64

I

16.0

16.0

>tittle

i3 ·1

I

335

33.5

medium

\·\&

37.0

37.0

• great deal

I

I
I

16.0

50

12.5

12.5

mnst

4

LO

10

Tota.i

400

I

I

I -~
1

100.C

~

'a~

~*

100.0

I

~
rn

o~,'iftt1

'~\\\. ">t;::,

495
86.5

99.0
100.0

Frequencies
Sta tistics

Copy Text ha.s m"re or iess effect or. your buymg decision7
N

Valid

400

:i.·!issing

~

*

Copy T ext h ::is more or leu r:ffl!ct on yotJ r buying decis ion ?

Valid Percent

Pcrc1!nt

Frt:qucncy
Valid

Cumulalivc Percent

ncnc

26

6.5

65

o litOc

110

21.5

~:.s

mcdiu:r:

154

3S.5

38..1

a gr~at deal

10::?

25.5

25.5

2.0

2.0

100.0

100.0

most

s

Total

400

!

I

6.5

~

fi11
~

~

\:~

~ _,

OJVtt1 \'1\\\.

~

34.0
7 2.5

98.0
100.0

Frequencies
St3tistic~

Qualification of Product has more or less effect l>r. you.- buy;ng deci~icm':'
N

Valid

400

()

Missing

Qu3lificntion of Product hn~ mnrc or leis errcct on your buyin~ de:cisicn?

Valid

none
:i

Urt!c

I

Percent

frequency
12

I

10

3.0
I
I

2.5

I

Vahd ?crccnt
3.0

6-1

16.0

16.0

a grcar dcaJ

178

44.5

44,5

mo~t

136
400

I

I fit

I

I •~
~

lOQ.O

~

'a~

~*

~

34.0

34.0
100.0

::::::..-'

~.s

medium

Total

Cumulative Percent

ONt11

'~\\\. ">t;::,

3.0

5.5
21.5
66.0
100.0

Frequencies
Srn ti~tic.s

Bran<! of Product ha.c; more or tcs.~ effect or. your Ciu~1ns dl!ci:c:icn'>
N

Valid

JOO

~Hssing

~

0

'
Brand of Produ ct h os more o r less effect on your buyi ng decision?

I

Frequency

Valid

I

Yali<! Percent

?crccnt

Cumulative Percent

none

l •l

3.5

3.5

a little

10

2.5

2.5

2S.S

2S.5

51..5

s 1.5

1-1.0

1.1.0

100.0

100.0

medium

114

a grcz: deal

206

most

56

Total

400

I
I

I
\

~

~
I

rn
5n

~

'a~

~*

3.5

ONt11

'~\\\. ">t;::,

6 .0

3.1.s
86.0
100.0

Frequencies
Statistic~

Pictun:: on Advcrusing has more or lcJs effc~\ en ycur buying dcci5km?
N

Valid

400

Missing

~

Picture ()n Advcrtisin~ hns more or less effect on your bu;ing decision?
Vi.lid

Percent

Frequency
Valid

(l

0

none

"o

\\little

52

medium

136

a grtar deal

152

most

~o

Toial

·100

I
I
I
I

I
I

P~rc~nt

5.0

5.0

13.0

1).0

34.0

3-1.0

38.0

38!)

10.0

10.0

100.0

I

Cumulativ\'.: rcrccnt

5.0

~
I

I fit
I~

100.0

~

ONt11

'~\\\. ">t;::,

1s.o
52.0
90.0
100.0

Frequencies
Stntii;tic~

.Ai.nimation of Adverasing has :nore or :css effect on you: bu~ing de,,.isiDn"!

Anima tion of Advertising hos more or less effect on your bur ing <lcdsion'?

Frequency

Valid

non<

36

alin:c

&O

medium
i\

great <l~a!

mos1

To1al

Y:ilid Percent

Pere~nt

1S8

I
I
I

6S

JS

400

Cumulative Percent

9.0

9.0

:?0.0

20.0

•7.0

~;

17.0

17.0

~

~

0

rn

7.0

7.C

100.0

100.0

I

I

el'

\\

.......

~

~

~

ONt11 \'1\\\.

~

9 .0
29.0
76.0

93.0
100.0

Frequencies
Stn!lstic~

t

I

Web ~itc ha.~ mor\." or tcss effect on yvur buying dcci\ior.7'

*

II - . .,

\'~:d

~!i.,:ns

o

\ VeO site has more or less effect on your bu~ing decision?

r"rccr.c

Frequency
Valid

400

Volid Percent

n one

98

:!.1.5

a link

i1'2

2S.O

n~¢dium

120

300

Cumufa.tivc Pcrcer.1

2-l.5

I

-::::.-'

28.0

I

a gr..:at cic:tl

5.1

most

16

Tolai

JOO

I

I

13.5
~.o

100.0

30.0

I
i
I

J.O

fill
25

100.0

~

~~

~*

13.5

I '4"
-.

ONt11 ''1 \\\.

~<: :,

24.S
S2.S
82.S

96.0
100.0

Frequencies
Stotl'>tics

\\.~hich ad\·ertising "ia

N

t..hc fntcmet affec:s you ~11c most i."1 yo!.lr buying <l.t;cit:.ion?

VnlJd

400

Missing

\Vhich tidv~rtising \·ia thi? Internet nfrect:s you th~ most in your buying: d~dsion?

I

frc-qucncy
Valid

clo~hing

30

acccsson~s

8

i

I

-Percent

··/alid Percent
7.5

7.5

2.0

2.0

9.5
16.S

co:;.mctlcs:

28

7.0

7.f)

books

68

17 0

!7.0

focd$

36

9. 0

9.0

s.pvns eqwpmcnt

14

3.5

clcchica.l cquipmcn(

46

I !.S

car and car a.:;:ccss.ones

32

s.o

S.O

stationery

14

3.5

3.5

112

28.0

12

3.0

400

100.0

1ckcom.·1·1"t:tt:c:J:tion
others
To~ai

••

~c;uipmcnl

&t1'l/tfll

Cumulative Percent

7.5

I

33.5

I

3.5

46.0

11.5

I
I

28.0

~

3.G
100.0

42.5

I
57.3

I

I
I

65.S
69.0

97.0

100.0

Frequencies
Stotistics

How much do you thmk the information from advertising
\ia the fr.temet helps you m. your bu)'ing cfocisior:?

*

1'

Valid

400

How mu<:h do you thin k the information from advertisi ng via the

!

Fr1!qYcncy
Valid

~

Missing

none

io

link

s:

II

In~crnct

Percent

helps you in your buyi ng decision?

Valid Percent
~-0

-1.0

1:;.o

!:;.o

11.0

fT

64.5

190

I

~7.5

.:?.5

much

I ?O

I

30.0

; o).0

Tota!

I

:~
400

I
I

5.5
l()('.0

I
I

~~

~*

ONt11 '"\\\.

4.0

~-'

nuclral

most

Cumulative Percent

5.5
100.Q

.,,~

~

('

~

94.5

100.0

St. Gabriefs Library, Au

~~\'J ERS1ry
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APPENDIX D : CORR.ELA TION ANAIJYSSIS

Correlations
Descriptive Stulistic$

Mean

Std. Dc\1auon

N

How much do you thir..k the information
from advcrosmg \"ia the Jn1cmct helps

3.20

.SS

JOO

2A9

.94

40G

you in your buymg decision?
Pres.enter has more or less effect on
your buying decision'!

Corrc13tlor.s

l-fow much do )'OU thir.k
the infcrmai'ion from
:a.dv~rtising \i:\

How much do you think the c'formation

Pearson Correlation

from a.dvcrti!ing via t."'c Internet heips

Sig. (2-;:ru.kd)

. you in your buying decision?

the

your buymg decisfon~

buying dec!.sion'?

1.000

'-OD

Pe;\.'"SOl1 CC':TC\:\nor.

239-9'"

your buying dCC\$10n'?

Sig.

(~-u~ik:cl)

~

signifiC?..r.t at the O.Oi ievcl (_:::'.-ta1.led).

Ntt11~\\\.

.239*
.CO·)

Presenter ha!' more O!" less. effect en

Correlation\~

has more or

less effect on your

~

......

Frcs~n:er

fntemct helps yvu in

400

1.000

.000

JOO

~co

Correlations
Descriptive Statistics

Mean

Std. Dc•iation

t'

How much do Y•JUth.L"lk th~ infonnation

from advcrtisi...,g via the Internet hcip~

3.20

.SB

400

you in your buying decision?
Copy Text has more or icss effect on
2.89

your bu)ing decision?

~

r~

.93

I

400

·'

Corr elations

~'

H<>w much de> y~u think
rhc mfonnation from

How much do you thi:-.:k the mfonnation

Pea.non Corrclario:i

from advcrt,,111g ,;, the Internet holp•

Sig. (:Hailed)

you in your buylng decision?

;!d\·crtisi.."'tg via t.'i.e

C<>py Texi h:is more

Internet helps you in

or less. effect on your

your buying dcetsion~

buying decision'?
.359•

1.000

.000
400

..,

400

Copy Te~l has more or less effect on

Pearson Correlation

.359..

1

1.000

your buying decision~

Sig. (2-tailod)

.000

N

,100

~

Correlation is signifi=t at the 0.01 level (2 -tailed).

Ntt11~\\\.

400

Correlations
Descri ptive Statist:cs

Mc:m

Std. Dc\i:\llon

I\

How much d<l you tlnnk !he 1nfC"mt:'t•i<>n

frcm

~dvcrtising

vfa I.he Internet heips

3.20

.88

400

~.04

.93

400

you in ym.:.r bu~~ns t.ccision?
Quaii!icatitm •)f Product h~ more M

kss effect on >·our buying dcclsion'?

~

Correlation~

UJ

Ho;•,: much do ycu think

the mformation from
adv-crti~ing \'\a

How much do you think the mfonnation

Pe:-.rso;i Correlation

from .ad•:crtising 'ia \he internet helps

Sig. ( 2-tailcd)

you in your buyi.r.g dcci$iOn?

the

Quabfication of
Product has more or

internet helps you in

less effc.:t on your

your bu)-ing dcci!HCn?

buying dc.:isior.:

).;

i.000

.ooo
400

Qua!ification of Prnduct has mor.: or

PcaNOn Correlation

leso offect on your buying deci•ion?

Sig. (2·tailed)

.ooo

N

400

Correlation is significa.~t al the 0.0 l le-.•el (2-tailcd).

N1111"\\\.

.3os·
400

1.000

400

Correlations
Descriptive Statistics

Mean

Sld. Dcvi>ltinr.

N

How much do you think the information
from advertising \ia the Intemet helps

3.20

88

4CO

3.70

.s;

.100

you in your buying decision?
Brand of Product has more ~i-r less
effect on your buyfaig dccislon?

~

Correlations

QJJ

How much do )'"O\I LWk

~

the \nfomrntio~ fnm1

~

ad\·t.'rtising \ia the

How much co you think the infonnation
from ad\.·crtising \ii\ the internet helps
you i..."1 your buying decision?

Brand of Product ha.s more or less
effect on your buying d(Jcision?

Brand of Product has

Internet helps you in

more or less effect on

your buymg decision?

your buying deci!iion?

Peru-s:on CoiTclation

1.000

Sig. (2-toiled)

.000

N

-lOO

Pea.rs.on Carrdation

257°

Sig. (2-t'1ilcd)

000

N

400

Corrdation is significa..'11 at the 0.0 i level (2-t~led)

IV '11 I"\\\.

.257"'

~00

!.000

400

Correlations
Dc~criptivc

Stotistics

Meon

Std. Deviaoon

N

How much do you L'link the information
from advertisi."lg via the Jntcmet helps

3.20

.ss

3.35

.99

I

JOO

you in your buying decision'?

Picture on Advenising has moro or less
400

effect on your buying decision?

~
Q,JJ
$

Corr<!Jations

How much do you thir.k
the information from
advcrti~ing \.13

How much do you think the information

rcarson Correlation

from advertising \ia the Internet helps

Sig. (2-tatled)

you in your buying decision'?

Pca.rsor; C0rr~1aaon

effect on your buying dt:cislon?

Sig. (2-caikd)

Pict\lre on Ad\'ertisir.g:
has mor~ or leS$

Internet helps )'OU in

effect on }'Our buying

yO'.a buy111s dcci~l<>n~

decisior:?

N

Picture on Advertising has more or le~

the

~

..... Corrdation L" significant a1 tht O.O 1 levc~ (2..tailc:d).

·~tt11~\\\.

1.000

.275*
.000

JOO

J ()()

!.000
.000

400

400

Correlations
Descriptive Stntistics

~1can

Std. Dc\iation

N

Ho\l.· much do you think the infonn~tion

from advertising .,.;a the Internet help!:

3.Zi)

.88

~00

2.93

l::l()

~00

you lil rour buying de-::i.11.\or.~
Animation of Ad\'crtl~ing has more or
less effect on your buying decision?

Cm·rdntions:

How much do you think

How much do you lh:nk the informab<"'n

Pearson Corr.!li.Uon

from advcrtisi..'1.g ,;... ;,..'le [:ltcrnct helps

Sig. (2· t:Ulcd)

you in your buying dcci.~ion?

t.lic rnfo:mation from

Amrnation of

ad\·c:-tisir.g \ia the

Advcnising has more

fnrcrnct helps you in

or le~ effect on yo1.:.:

your huymg decis1on?

bu)i.ng deci~ton?

N

1.000

.001
-100

Ammation of r\ch:erti~ing h:u m~rc or

Pcarscm Corrd:tt:cin

lc:sfi effect on your b\.:~m.g dcci~1on?

Slg. (:Haikd)

00 1

N

.100

Cor;dation ;s $1,gnifaar.t at the 0.0 I lc \'cl (:!·tailed}

N1111"\\\.

. 16'!•

.100
1.000

•IOO

Correlations
Descriptive Statistics

I

Mean

Std. De\.ia.tion

N

How much do you think the information
from
you

adv~msing

in

v\a the- !ntcrnct helps

88

.100

112

400

3.20

your bu>inE ciec;sicn'?

w cb $ite has more "r fess effect on your
2..1"

buying decision'?

~
.

o

Ir

Correlations
~

QJJ

How much do you think

~

b

the infomiation frcr.i

advcrnsing

How mu:h do you think the infonnation
from ad\'trtising \"\a lhe lnttmet helps
you in yo·llr buying dcci~ion~

\~a

the

\l/ eb

site has more or

In1cmct helps you ir:

iess effect on your

yoarbu)ing decision?

buying decision?

Pear$on Correlation

1 000

Sig.(2-tlilled)
N

.Ol>J
~00

\Vt:b site has more or less effect on yCtur

Pca:-son Correi2.tion

.291°

buying decist0n'?

Sig. (C-1oilcd)

.GOO

N

••. Correlation is ~:gnificant anhc OOl lc,·cl !2·t3Jlcd)

Ntt1t'1\\\.

292 .. ~

. 400

400

1.0-00

400

APPENDIX E: INDEPENDENT SAMPLE rf-TES'r

T-Test
Group Statistics

gender of rcspondcnl
How much can you

rccogn iz~

Presenter

of the advcrti5cmcnt vfa rhc ir.tcmct?

fc:maic

~ n

Mcon

N

male

n In

Std. Deviation

Std. Err\1r Mean

156

2.8 '!

l.O ~

8.17£-0 2

~-1.f

2.89

1.07

6.86E-0 2

:-..., JI I' I

Independent Samples Test

~/}.,>
~v

Levcnc':t Test for Equa.hty of

~

Variances

Hest for Equality of ~A..::ans

v

95% Confidence Interval of the

··Sig.
How much can you rccogrdze Presenter

Equal variances a..~sumed

cf the advertisement via the 1n:crnct':>

Equai variances not assumed

.00~

df
.966

· .201

<W3

I
II

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean Difference

398

.S4!

·2.16E-02

J-12.ISS

.SJ9

-2 16£·02

~t

\\

\:~

~*

Difference

~

~

1'1\\\.
.,,~
ONt11

Std. Error Difference

I

Lower

Upper

.II

·.23

. 19

.II

·.23

. i9

· APPENDIX F : ANA YSIS OF VARIAN CE
(ANOVA)

ANOVA
Ocs cripti'lcs

How much do you. think the information from advertising via L~e Internet l':elps you in your buyi.Ig decUion?
95% Confidence fnterval for Mean
N

Mean

Std. Delliation

Lower Bour.d

Std. Error

18·25y~ old

214

3 . !6

.87

5.94E·02

3.li

.85

7.S3E-02

3 .24

.89

. 15

3.63

89

.22

26·30 yoars old

118

31·35ycanold

34

36· •10 years old

16

41·45 ycan oid

13

Total

I

~

)
400

..J

'

I
I

3.20

.88

I
I

3.28

3.01

2.92

~
~.-

3.15

I

uo I

3 ..1.!

'

.26
.t.39E·0 2

2 .90

I

Minimum

Upper Bound

3.04

3 . 11

5

3.32

l

5

3.55

2

5

4.10

2

5

3.99

2

5

3.29

I

5

'"\:":OVA

How much do vou think the mfonnation from advertising vla the [nH:mct helps you m yoi.:.r buying decision?
Sum of Squares
BelWcon Groups

Me:lll Square

df

4..180

4

Withill Groups

303.520

)95

Total

308.000

399

F

Sig.
1.457

1.120
I

.768

l

ONt11 \'1\\\.

~

~

Ma.'<imum
I

.2 14

Mulhpi e Compnrbons

Dependent Vanahle: How much clo you lhin\.: the infonnauon from ;:ulverfr~ing vi<\ lh~ lntemet helps you m your buying dccis•rnf!
Tuh'y llSI)
9.5% Confidence lntervaJ
(J) age of respomlcnL
18-25 ycnn; "hi

26·30

)'C:ll~

oJd

Mcan l)iffcrc nce (1-J)

LuwcrBountl

Sig.

26·3(1 years ol d

-l .06E- 02

J I· 35 ycor.rnlcl

-7.M E-02

.16

36·40 )'COTS old

-.'1 7

.23

. IO

llpperll ound

-.28

.26

.9'JO

-.52

.J7

.241

· 1.09

.15

1.000

4 I ·45 ycan< old

-.29

.22

.674

-.87

.30

18·25 yc:u• old

l.06E·02

. lfJ

1.000

-.26

.28

3 1-35 year.< old

·6..ISE-02

. 17

.995

-.53

.40

36··10 years old

-.'16

.23

.291

·1.09

.If.

41 ·45 yca1• old

- 2'1

.22

.728

· .88

c--·~·~-~----~~~~~----1---·~--

31 -35 yea~ 1)ld

Sld. Enor

l 8-25 year.; olrt
26--30 ycaJ-'$ old

36·40 yc;irs old

~

I/

--

.33

7.6<1F.·02

.1(1

.990

·.37

.52

6.58E·02

I"/

.995

· .40

_,3

58•1

· I.II

.J<l

-.91

- J9

27

·1 I -45 yc:u~ olrl

-.21

.2<,

.925

18·25 yc:u• old

.<17

23

.2•11

~

-.15

.'19

·1.09

26-JO years old

..16

.2)

.291

-.18

1.09

J 1-35 y.-ars olrl

.39

.27

51M

-.3·1

1.l l

~ l ·45

.IS

30

915

·.M

-.:Hl
-.JJ

Y•':U-S o!rt

l.lK)

-----·-

!8·25 yc;m; o ld

.29

22

.6 7.1

26-30 ycan; old

·"7

"

.728

3 1-35 years old

.2 1

.26

.925

·A9

.9 1

30-.10 ycm old

-.18

.J(l

.975

-1.00

.64

.K1

.88

ANOVA
Descriptives

How much do you think

lb~

information from advernsing via th..::

Int~met

hetps you m your buying d..::.;u;1or1-:i

I

9.5% Confidence Interval for 1-·fcan

~econdarylhigh

Std. Dc"1ac:ion

Mean

1\

school

10

certificate/dipioma

~·
~

20

I

Std. Error

3.20

.J2

.13

3.SO

l. ! l

.25

.89

5.61E..02

Bachelor's degree

250

Master's degree

114

3.07

.82

;.65E·02

6

3.6i

.52

.:1

400

3.20

.SS

~.39£-02

higher than master's degrec
Total

:,\ 20

I

Uppcr Bour.d

L.ower Bound

'.IJ.

~

I

4

z I

s

3.31

1

5

3 .28
3.09

,

3.11

I

;:l

-

I

1

5

4.2 1

3

.:

3.29

I

5

..\NOVA

How much do you think t~c information from advertising \."ia Lie Internet helps yoil in your buying decision'.'
Sum of Squares
Between G ro'Jp~

10..1:8

\Vith:n Group~

297.572

Total

J CS .ODO

l

I
I

.:

'.?.60i

395

.1s;

}99

ON1111'1\\\.

Sig.

F

Mca.n Square

rlf

3.461

v

:-.....

3

3.22

rn

...J
I)~

Ma.'Wnum

4 .22

3.50

3.12

i

I

2.90

2.92

I

Minimum

.009

Multi ple Cotnpa riscms

Dr 1x::1ulcn1 Vari.ab le: How much do you think the infon m1lion from advc11isms, vfa the lntcn1ct helps you in your buying de,ision?
Tukcy llSD

95% Co11fid cncc
(I ) cdu c:oi,>on cif rc~pondcnt

{J) cdu<:ation ofrnspond(lnt

sccondr.ry/liir,h M"hool

ccrtifica.tc/dip1orna

·.60

Bachelor's degree

.00

Mean Difference (1-J )

Master's degree
lllgher than master's degree

Up p(l r Bound

.34

.3 82

. L.S 2

.32

.28

1.000

·.76

.76

. 13

.29

.99 1

·.6~

.9 1

· .47

.45

.836

· 1.69

.76

scconda.iy/high school

.60

.34

.382

·.32

1.52

Bachelor's degrl.!c

.60-

.20

.0 24

4.98E--02

1.1.~

Master's degree

.73"

.2 1

005

. 16

1.30

.40

.997

·.97

).24

.28

1.000

-.76

.76

lughcr lhan ma.o;.tcr's degree
B:u,:hclor'S cl\:! !;TCC

Lowc1 Bo\111d

S ig.

Std. Error

l nh~rval

secon dary/high schoo l

.;:c11ificalcldiploma
M:t.">lcr's degree

\:\n

\j

\_I

.13
.00

'
r

£

·.60'
.13

~.8

.20

024

· 1. 15

·4.98E·0 2

IE·02

.677

·.l'I

.'10

• l.44

-- -- --

- .47

,,6

690

secondary/high sdmnl

-. 13

.29

.991

ccrllfic<1 lc/diploma

-.1'3'

.21

.003

Oar.:hclor's degree

-, 13

9.81E·02
.36

A5

higher than master's degree

·- r--·

highc1 than master's degree
-.60
t--------------~~~~~-------.f---------+--highcr lhan master's ll1.:grce
s.cc,~mi:.u)•/high schotl)
.-17

-9 1

~I

.65

· UO

-. 16

.677

-.40

. 1·1

.47 1

'1.59

·10

.836

-.76

1.69
.91

::J

cer1jfic;Jh:ldipfom3.

·. 13

.40

.997

· J.2,1

IJachclo1's <lcgrcc

.47

.36

.690

·.51

l.4·1

Master's d e:gn:c

.60

.36

.471

.. ~o

l .~9

... The mc-~m d1ffcrcucc is .s1gnificanl ::1t lhc .05 JcvcJ.

ANOVA
Dc~criptivcs

How much do you thir.k the information frcm adverns:ng \-i a the Internet helps you in )'ClW" buyir.g de<..i!-14'11?

-

138

civil ser...ic\! officer
stat~ cnt~rprise

84

officer

private company employee
O"-'n

~~

Strl. Dc\i•bon

Upper ilound

i.ower 8Qur.d

Std. Error

i.76E·02

.SI

8.SOE-02

.52

. ~l

3. l 2

4.21

.88

7.2 1E·OZ

3.13

3.4 t

.3~

2.46

.2)

2.71

4.39E-02

3.11

3.6'7

3.27

1:

3.)7

1:

3.17

~00

3.20

-

I

.91

6

other>

I

95% Confidence Interval fo; Mean

3.31

3.04

1~8

business

Total

I

Mean

).!

student

I

I

I. Ii
,

I

I~

.SS

~

1
I

~,

1.89

3.20

3.13

3.48

I

j

~

'

I

I
I

,,,
~

:::1
_-.

3.Si
3.62

3.29

A!\"OVA

How m1.1ch do you think lhc information from tidvcrn.sing via ihc lntcmet hcips ~·ou in your buying decision?
Sum of Squaros
Between Groups

Mean Square

df

1.291

6.453

Within Groups

301.5~7

394

To13l

30$.000

399

*

.765

ONt11 1'1\\\. ))

Sig.

1.686

.137

Minimum

Maximum

St. Ga.briefs Library, A1i

Multiple Comptnisons

Dcpc:urlc:nt Vnriah)e: !fow much do you think the infomiali on from :l:dverti!>ing via the lnlcmct h~lps you rn your buying decision?

Tukcy HSI)
95% Confidcni:c interval
(I) occupalion of respondent

(J) occupation of rcspon<l•nl

i;.tucletnt

civil sciv:icc officer

sl.-te cnlf;rprise offic:cr

civil service officer

Menn Diffarcncc (1 -J)

-.62

.36

.526

- l.66

.42

-.23

.10

.242

-.52

-.12

.26

.997

-.87

.63

others

-.12

.26

.991

-.87

.63

stucfonl

.27

.12

.239

-7.90~-02

.61

-.36

.37

.929

- 1.41

.70

3.931i-~2

.1 2

. 9<..~

-.30

.38

.14

.27

.995

-.63

.91

.14

.27

.99~

-.63

.62

.36

-~ 26

·.4 2

.36

.37

.929

·.7(J

1.4 1

.40

.36

.886

-.M

1..13

.50

.44

.863

-.7.1

1.15

-.75

l.75

-6.82E·02

.:'i2

bu!!.inc!'s

othc~

....

sludcnt

......

civd scrvi c::e officer

private <.:ompa.ny employee
own

bu!>ine~s

4
./.

.91

·-----1.66

others

.50

.4-1

.863

sludcnt

.23

.10

.2'12

-3.931!-02

.12

.999

-.38

.30

.886

- 1.43

.M

·.64

.85

civil scn.-icc officer
~late

- - -- · -' - - - · -- - -

-AO

3(>

own business

.10

.26

.999

others

.10

.26

.999

-.6-1

.XS

student

.1 2

.26

.997

-.63

.87

-. 14

.27

.99.~

-.9 1

.C>.l

-.50

.44

.863

-1.75

.75

-.10

.26

.999

-.85

.6'1

.36

1.000

-1 .02

1.02

.26

.997

-.6:l

.~7

.21

.9%

-91

.63

-l.75

.15

cntcq>rise officer

t"i\'il service officc:T
stnlc enterprise officer

private company employee
olhcr.r;;

others

-.61

private company employee

OW'Jl

own Uusi.111.-ss

?.90£-02

- .27

.239

own business

private company ~mploycc

p1iv:1tc .::omp:!.ny employee

Upper Bound

.12

6.821'-02

state enterprise officer

l>tatc l'nlcrpril'Coffu,·~r

Lowc::r Oound

Sig.

Std. Error

stud ent

civil service officer

(::,

. P~.-:i~.
~

. . £.:rt

.00
. 12
-. 14

...-_t.
.,1.J

state enterprise officer

-.50

.44

.863

private company employee

-.10

.26

.999

-.85

.64

.00

.36

1.000

- 1.02

1.02

own business

ANOVA
Dc~cr!pt i...cs

How much do you think the infonnation from advertising ,;a the Internet helps you in }'OW' buying decision?
95% Confid.cn~c fnterval for Mean

Mean

N
less than 5,000 baht

50

5,000- 10,000 baht

186

~
~

Std. D<viation

Std Error

Lower Bound

2.64

90

.13

3.27

.77

5 62E-02

Upper Bound

2.38

3.16

I

10,001 -15,000 baht

70

3.31

.99

.12

15,001-20,000 baht

32

3.63

.79

.14

2.86

!. Ii

.31

3.60

.84

.27

3.00

3.05

.7i

.12

2.80

3.20

.88

4.39E-02

3.1 1

20,00 1-25,000 baht

14

25,001-30,000 baht

10

more than 30,000 baht

38

To1a1

'

.,

400

I

I

3.0S
3.34
2.18

)

~
-:;:;:

..+
~=

fl
r--

I

4

3.33

I

5

3.55

2

5

I

3.91

2

Ben.vecn G:'oups

;,foan Squz:e

·1 554

27.326

Within Groups

280.67 4

39;

Total

30S.000

:{9°9

;

I

4

3

5

3.31

I

4

3.29

I

5

Sig.
6.377

5

4.20

How much do you lhin.k the information from advertising \ia thr: Interne: heips you in ycur buying cleci~ion:'
df

I

3.53

Al'OVA

Sum of Squares

Maximum

Minimum

2.90

.000

M111liplr Comporimm

Tukcy llSD

95% C:onfidencr lnlc1v:1i

lc:-s 1.ha11 5,000 hahl

10,001 .. l

~.ooo

b:\h1

-.67•

I 5,00 I .:'W,000 bah1
20,00 I ·2 5,000 baht

s,ooo-w.ooo haht

-103

·.23

.000

· LP

-.?.i

.19

.ODO

-1.~5

.Olt

·I.~:!

.?6

25-,001-3-0,000 ball1

·.%'

29

mmr. tlmn J0,000 ~ahl

·.-!I

.18

k=-~

than 5,000 b:i.ht

6J'

10,001 - 15,000 h:ihl

.11

I \001-20,000 hah1

.16

2{1,001·25,<lOO bafit

.:n

2~.00l·-10,000

lc~s

-.95
.l)UO

.2~

\.0.1

l.OGO

·..19

.,i(l

. 577

-.lo

i.i(J

..:n

haht

lllllrc lhtol J0,000 h:ihl
10.001-15,000 baht

.coo
lh

.5,000· I 0,000 b:tl11

-1.1--i

·.2)

.22

lh:m 5 ,000 h::iht

\000· W,000 h:ihr

.000

.'!I

.12

! .00(;

• .. lO

. 66

Ll4

15,()0J ·20,000 hahl
20,001·25,000 b:i.ht

::!:5,00!-30,000 h:i.ht

• 29

more lha:n 30,000 bi\.hl
I ~.001-10,000 bl\}lt

lc.s.~ lhlll

).000 h:i.}1t

.J,000· I0,(}(}() hahl
I 0,0C I· I~ ,000 bJht

.Jl

20,00i ·"l ~ ,000 h:i.hl

.77

25,001 · J0,000 bah•

2.501:-02

1U\lfC

tll:tn 30,000 baht

Sl

- - - - - - - -----------l---------20.001-2.5,000 h~~n

n
.. )

ic:s.~ th :m 5,000 b.:!.~H

),000-10,000 bal11

~

I 0,00 I· l 5- ,000 bi\hl
l 5,00j ·20,000 h:tl11

2S,00l·JO,OOO h•lll
moi c Oi:t.n 30,000 haht
-----------§----~-·-··· ·-

2).00J -)0,000 halt!

It:~·~ 1J~tt11

),000 baht

:\,000· I 0,000 bahl

I 0,00 I· I S,000 b•ht

29

15,00 I -'!0,000 h.i.111

-nOE·Ol

20,001 ·2.5,000 b:ihl

.74

more than )0,0(}0 bahl

.5~

t---------------------~-------rnore tl1an 30,000 hah1
lcu lh3n :S ,000 l:iahl

.95

5,000-1 0,000 bahl

-.22

.15

.78]

I 0,001- D.000 h•hl

·.26

.17

.7::>1

'

-.76

I S,001-20,000 h•hl

-.\7

.20

.O? I

I

~ 1.17

70,001-25,000 baln

.20

.26

• · ·n1c: rnc.'!.n difft'nn-cc i~ ~ismifica11111t thc .05 level.

.'B

".:! .5-lf·02

·--··~~J__~_:____~

}-1

